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GRK Murty

Post-Pandemic Education, No Longer the Same
Alongside the Covid pandemic, India has to now fight another threat: the menace

of  the locust swarms that invaded vast swathes of land in India since April 11 this
year. Favored by rain-bearing winds, the desert locust swarms entered Rajasthan
from across the border and moved to parts of MP, Maharashtra and Uttar Pradesh
within a few days causing extensive damage to the vegetation en route.

Locusts have, of course, been a bane of agriculture throughout the recorded history
of man. The last such locust swarm we had in India was in the early 2000s and we
have been, of course, handling their periodic outbreaks with the advanced informa-
tion provided by the Locust Warning Organizations (LWO) established by the erst-
while British colonial government at Jodhpur and Karachi in the Indian subconti-
nent in the early 1900s. After independence, LWO at Jodhpur along with other Lo-
cust watch centers in the border districts of Rajasthan are keeping an eye on their
movement and warn farmers in advance to take appropriate measures to minimize
crop damage, besides spraying infected areas with pesticides using Ultra Low Vol-
ume (ULV) sprayers. Recently, they have even used ULV sprayers mounted on
aircrafts and drones. However, what matters most in minimizing their effect on
agriculture is: detecting the swarms early and killing them as they move. But our
monitoring centers are reported to be facing resource crunch for years.

The most disturbing news about the current swarm is: experts from LWO are
describing it as potentially the �worst in decades.� And the reasons are not far to
seek. The locusts that have entered India this time round are said to be of 10-12
days old and thus still have longer lifespan.  Which means, they are likely to start
laying eggs after the onset of monsoon and continue to breed for two more months.
And each female that has a lifespan of 90-days can lay as many as 95-158 eggs in
each pod. Further, they can breed in India three times. Which means, as India is
getting ready for Kharif sowings, these swarms are likely to continue for the next
four months. This is likely to amplify into an agrarian disaster, for they are vora-
cious feeders and their destructive power is enormous.

It means, we need to move forward with better and more innovative methods to
fight this menace successfully. The starting point of this fight would be to under-
stand how this known recluse and a singleton insect that won�t mix-up with others
in its group, suddenly as the crop-harvest season arrives, teams up with others and
form into swarms to attack plants for food. Studying the biological mechanism that
triggers this sociological transformation, Stephen Rogers of Cambridge University
found that the tactile stimulation resulting out of solitary locusts touching each
other while searching for food is the cause for their behavioural change. This me-
chanical stimulation resulting out of a touch even just in a little area of the back
limbs of the insect found to affect a couple of nerves in their body leading to their
coming together. Their subsequent studies show that substantial changes in some
molecules that are known to modulate their central nervous system, the most
important among them being serotonin, regulate their mood and social behavior. In
a laboratory experiment they have also found out that application of serotonin
inhibitors such as 5HT or AMTP to the group of locusts reduced their coming to-
gether significantly.

This finding raises a new hope: Can we arrest the swarms by spraying serotonin
inhibitor molecules as the swarm begins to form?  This is what perhaps our experts
at LWO in Jodhpur have to examine. There is also a need to study the impact of
climate change on the swarm formation, for that enables us to know about the likely
occurrence of swarms well in advance so that we can prepare the farming community
to tackle the swarms effectively.  Meteorologists have commented that warming
Indian Ocean is an indirect cause for breeding and formation of recent locust swarms.
For, record-breaking rainfall in India and eastern Africa precipitated locust breeding
in the moist African deserts and favorable rain-bearing winds aided their move into
India. Over it, the corona-related quarantine measures in Iran, Afghanistan and
Pakistan that disturbed the usual coordinated efforts of these countries in control-
ling the swarms with insecticides had further aggravated the threat. Paradoxically,
the current forecast for good rainfall in Rajasthan is sending jitters, for it would be
pretty conducive for locust breeding during sowing season. And locust swarms do not
respect national boundaries. So, we have to get ready with necessary wherewithal to
minimize their impact on agriculture by adopting timely coordinated action along
with the countries on these swarm-routes.

GRK Murty
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B U S I N E S S   B R I E F S

Shares of Tesla, already up more than 100% since the
beginning of the year, rose by another 3.5% in intraday trad-
ing on July 1,which was more than enough to help it grab the
crown as the world�s most valuable automobile maker with
a market capitalization of $207.2 bn�riding high on re-
newed interest from investors �who have begun to feel more
confident about the future of electric vehicles��vs. Toyota�s,
so far the world�s number one in terms of m-cap�$201.9 bn,
even though it still dwarfs the EV maker in terms of produc-
tion figures; Tesla�s shares closed the day at $209.47 bn,
still some $4 bn more than Toyota�s current m-cap. The Palo
Alto, California-based EV giant produced 103,000 vehicles
in the first quarter, which was just about 4% of the 2.4
million vehicles produced by Toyota, during this period.
Tesla�s victory, says Bloomberg, underscores �investor en-
thusiasm for a company trying to transform an industry
that�s relied on internal combustion engines for more than
130 years�.

Big car makers like Toyota and America�s General Mo-
tors have been unable to underline their presence in the EV
market, which Tesla has dominated since debuting seven-
teen years ago. The company co-founded and helmed by
Elon Musk, is a pioneer and leader in plug-in and battery
electric passenger car manufacturer, with market shares of
17% and 23%, respectively. In March, it also became the
first electric car maker to have produced one million cars.
Some of its popular models include Model S, Model 3, Model
X, and Model Y, which has been ranked as the world�s all-
time best-selling plug-in electric car, with more than
500,000 units sold.

The EV Pioneer Becomes the Most Valuable Auto
Company in the World
Even as rival auto makers continue to reel under the pan-
demic heat, the Electric Vehicle (EV)  pioneer emerges as
the world�s most valuable company in terms of market capi-
talization.
























hanks to coronavirus-induced several weeks long
lockdown, India�s gold import took a plunge of a mas-
sive 86% on year-on-year basis in June. Record high

prices due to heavy inflows into Gold ETFs, besides the ban
on international travel helped the country cut its gold import
bill sharply. India, the world�s second-biggest consumer of the
precious metal, imported a little over 11 tons of gold in June,
substantially lower from 77.73 tons a year ago. In value
terms, gold imports during the said month dropped to
$608.76 mn from $2.7 bn a year ago.




he country�s wait for a Covid-19 vaccine may end
soon as it gives green signal to the �first� indigenous
Covid-19 vaccine COVAXIN for human clinical tri-

als. According to news reports, the Drug Controller General of
India has given its go-ahead
for phase I and II of human
clinical trials of the drug.
Human clinical trials are to
start across India in July
2020. The vaccine has been
developed by Hyderabad-based Bharat Biotech in collabora-
tion with the Indian Council of Medical Research and the
National Institute of Virology. The company expects the vac-

cine to hit the markets anytime by the end of Decem-
ber. For over two decades, Bharat Biotech has been
in the vanguard of creating breakthrough vaccines
and therapeutics for challenging diseases. The
Indian biotech is credited with developing the
country�s first indigenously developed and manufac-
tured Haemophilus Influenza Type B (Hib) vaccine,

and the world�s 1st clinically-proven conjugate Typhoid vac-
cine, besides launching rotavirus vaccine, launched by none
other than PM Narendra Modi himself. It was the first vac-
cine to be launched under the �Make-in-India� initiative. In
2016, the Indian biotech became the first company in the
world to file a global patent for Zika vaccine.
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nified Payments Interface (UPI), the flagship digital payment plat-
form of the National Payments Corporation of India (NPCI),
reached a new milestone of volume as well as value of transactions

actions touched since its inception in 2016, after declining briefly a couple of
months ago. According to a BS report, the transaction volume of UPI in-
creased 8.9% to 1.34 billion in June, from 1.23 billion in May, while the
transaction value increased almost 20% to 2.61 tn, from 2.18 tn, during
the same period. In April, the transaction volume of UPI plummeted to 990
million, from 1.2 billion
in March, a drop of more
than 20%, and the
transaction value
dipped 27% to 1.51 tn,
from 2.06 tn in March.
The transactions re-
ported in June through
UPI surpass that of
February�s (pre-Covid),
both in terms of volume
and value.

Digital payment
platforms have recov-
ered from the lows in
April when a nationwide lockdown was imposed that had brought economic
activity in the country to a near standstill. Dilip Asbe, MD&CEO, NPCI
said, Volumes are close to February 2020 level ( pre-covid 9 lockdown sce-
nario). After sharp fall in April, there has been gradual recovery in volume
and value of transactions, reflecting increase in economic activity in some
segments. The retail trade�grocery and shopping have seen pick up over
period. If the economic activity remains stable, the payment indicators will
show improvement, he added. �Because of the coronavirus, a lot of cash
users are wary of using currency notes. At checkout points, UPI is becoming
the default payment option. It is not only attracting cash users, but card
users as well. This trend should sustain because of its convenience. The UPI
numbers will keep rising because there is a fundamental shift in consumer
behavior,� the business daily quoted Ashneer Grover, founder and Chief
Executive Officer (CEO), BharatPe, as saying. As far as Immediate Pay-
ment Service (IMPS) is concerned, transaction volumes were up 19%to
198.91 million in June, from 166.68 million in May, and the transaction
value went up 22% to 2.06 tn, from 1.69 tn in the same period. In April,
IMPS logged a transaction volume of 122.47 million, and a transaction
value of 1.21 tn.




mazon, the world�s largest online
retailer, has said that its Indian
unit is stopping the use of all single-

use plastic in its packaging across its fulfill-
ment centers in the country. The move is in
line with its ambitious goal to phase out the
packaging material by June. The e-com-
merce major also said that besides replac-
ing packaging materials such as bubble
wraps and air pillows with �paper cush-
ions�, it is also swapping out packaging
tapes with other bio-degradable options.
�We have successfully eliminated single-use
plastic in all our fulfilment centers a 100%,�
Akhil Saxena, vice-president of customer
fulfillment for the APAC, LATAM and
Middle East and North Africa regions, said
in an interview to Reuters. Amazon, often
criticised for using too much plastic and
thermocol to wrap its billions of packages of
shipments, had said last September that
its India unit would replace single-use plas-
tic in its packaging by June 2020. He added
that this was achieved as the company had
begun the work much before the nationwide
lockdown was announced.

U

India aims to end the usage of single-use
plastic�seen as a major source of pollu-
tion�by 2022. Asia�s third largest economy
lacks an organized system for management
of plastic waste, leading to extensive litter-
ing. Many Indian cities rank among the
world�s most polluted, and waste generated
from single-use plastic has been a growing
problem, Reuters said. The rival Flipkart,
now owned by Walmart Inc., too has said it
has cut down the usage of plastic packaging
in its own supply chain to about 50%. India
generates close to 26,000 tons of plastic a
day, which makes it the 15th biggest plastic
polluter globally. Worse, a little over 10,000
tons a day of plastic waste remains uncol-
lected, which eventually ends up in the natu-
ral environment�in our seas and oceans or
piling up on our lands. Most states in India
have imposed full or partial bans on single-
use plastic.
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il prices just registered their best quarterly performance in 30 years in
the recently concluded June quarter. This was a dramatic comeback by
the international crude prices, which had failed to record lows only a

couple of months ago, in April to be precise. Brent crude futures jumped more
than 80% in the March-June quarter, which happened to be the best quarterly
performance since the third quarter of 1990, when crude prices had registered
gains of 142% during the first Gulf War, CNBC said. The US West Texas
Intermediate futures too clocked a growth of 91% in the three months through
to end of June, its best quarterly performance since the third quarter of 1990
when it soared 131%. Notwithstanding these recent gains, crude prices are
still down over 34% since the start of the year. The International Energy
Association�s Executive Director Fatih Birol has reportedly said he believes
2020 may well come to be regarded as the worst year in the history of global oil
markets, with April likely to be the worst month the industry has ever seen. �I
think obviously what we saw with the Covid crisis was unprecedented and, in
oil markets, it was coupled with the dislocation of the supply agreement be-
tween Russia and the OPEC countries at the same time,� Martin Fraenkel,
president of S&P Global Platts, told CNBC�s �Squawk Box Europe� on Tues-
day. Those two �massive� events impacting oil prices was �a once-in-a-genera-
tion coincidence, so I don�t really expect that again,� Fraenkel said. Nonethe-
less, he warned oil price volatility was likely to continue over the coming
months, citing �really high� dislocations throughout the global energy sector.
It is to be recalled that on April 20, this year, international crude had crashed
into negative territory for the first time on record, falling as low as negative
$40 a barrel at the height of coronavirus lockdown measures. �It meant pro-
ducers were effectively having to pay traders to take oil off their hands,� the
broadcaster commented. Brent futures too slumped to its lowest level since
1999, prompting some Wall Street veterans to describe it as scary.




f railways has its ways, you
may soon be able to enjoy a
ride on a train run by the

country�s private sector players. Ac-
cording to media reports, Indian Rail-
ways, which is also Asia�s oldest rail-
way, is working on an ambitious plan
to invite private sector to operate some
of its trains. Indian Railways, the
world�s fourth-largest network, is
seeking investments from private
firms to operate passenger trains for
the first time, an initiative that could
potentially revamp a notoriously inef-
ficient system, a report in ET said. As
per the report, the Ministry of Rail-
ways has asked interested companies
to submit their bid to run passenger
trains over 109 origin-destination
routes via 151 trains. The project will
entail an investment of about 300 bn
($4 bn). Indian Railways, which
started operations in 1853, began the
process of outsourcing passenger ser-
vices by allowing Indian Railway Ca-
tering & Tourism Corp., a publicly
listed state-run firm, to run some
trains last year. Currently, IRCTC
runs �Tejas Express�, India�s first
semi-high speed, fully AC train, on the
Lucknow-New Delhi route. As per the
Railway�s latest plan, selected private
firms will have to manufacture a ma-
jority of the trains locally, and will be
responsible for financing, procuring,
operation and maintenance of the ser-
vices, although drivers and guards will
be provided by the state-run enter-
prise.
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D E C O D I N G  D A T A

t doesn�t seem so, at least in the
near-term, given that Chinese
firms are well entrenched in many

domestic sectors with a number of indus-
tries depending significantly on imports
from China, while Beijing has also made
massive investments in a lot of Indian
startups including some of the Unicorns
and digital champions like Paytm, Ola,
Swiggy, Byju�s and BigBasket.

So, while there is absolutely no denying
the fact that India needs to reduce depen-
dence on Chinese imports, it would still be
some time before we achieved that goal.
Nevertheless, there is a need to make a be-
ginning.

Let�s have a look at bilateral trade data
of the two nations, besides Chinese invest-
ments in Indian startups.







Reference # 20M-2020-07-02-10

Some of the key sectors that depend
heavily on raw material imports from
China include Auto Components and
Pharmaceuticals.


China accounted for 27% of India�s total
annual auto parts imports of $17.6 bn in
FY�19, according to data from the Auto
Component Manufacturers� Association
of India (ACMA). In comparison, India's
export of auto parts to China is a mere
$300 mn per annum.
India imported auto part worth $4.6 bn
from China in 2018-19. China was
India�s top import destination for auto
components during last fiscal. Germany,
with a share of 14%, emerged as the sec-
ond highest exporter of auto parts to In-
dia during the said fiscal year.


Indian pharmaceutical sector too de-
pends heavily on China for sourcing a key
raw material Active Pharmaceutical In-
gredients (API). The domestic drug mak-
ers meet two-thirds of their API require-
ments through imports from China. 
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xxxxxxxxxxxxxxxxx

Remember demonetization? Those were the days when India�s central bank shouldered all the blame, for all the
wrong reasons though. While RBI as an institution had not failed in its responsibilities, inept delegations, by a
Governor who had inadequate awareness about the games, the Indian bureaucracy and political leadership played

to protect various interests, during the preparatory days (February to August, 2016) for the Note-Ban ended up in an
apparent messing up in handling of post-November 8, 2016 (the date on which Prime Minister Narendra Modi announced
the loss of legal tender status of the currency notes of value 1000 and 500) situation. Urjit Patel, the governor who
succeeded Raghuram Rajan in September 2016 was also an outsider (not from the IAS or Indian Banking Sector) like his
predecessor and had communication problems with bureaucracy and political lead-
ership which eventually ended up in his untimely exit from RBI also.

The above introductory is to focus on the background of the present leadership at
RBI. By the time RBI Governor Urjit Patel abruptly expressed his intention to
leave RBI on December 11, 2018, Prime Minister Narendra Modi had a clear grasp
of the situation at Mint Road and could ensure continuity in functioning of the
central bank by sending a new governor there within 24 hours. The choice narrowed
down on Shaktikanta Das as he had already proved his ability to handle tricky
situations and his tactfulness to get along people and identify talent was no secret.
We saw it in the limelight during the weeks that followed demonetization.

After taking over as governor, till date, insiders in RBI have several instances to
quote when Das led the central bank team from the front, without himself claiming
any credit for himself. He gave the whole credit to the team he led. His handling of two
issues need special mention. One, the reserves controversy. By openly expressing
opinions about transfer of RBI�s reserves to GoI, top policymakers had embarrassed RBI which at one stage expedited the exit
of Urjit Patel and later saw his Deputy�s (Viral Acharya) resignation. With unreserved support from Shaktikanta Das, RBI

RBI�s timely actions, in terms of an-
nouncing stimulus packages to provide
relief to the common man and indus-
tries alike, besides to also kick-start the
domestic economy against the back-
drop of the coronavirus-induced nation-
wide lockdown that hit normal life and
affected businesses and jobs, are simply
laudable and instil enough confidence
in one and all that the nation is well on
track to recover from the worst pan-
demic in more than a century

Banking

P E R S P E C T I V E
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RBI’s own perception is that the

easing of financing conditions

considerably has resulted in

alleviating financial stress and

reducing volatility in certain

segments. Though signs of

cautious and slow opening of

economic activity in some

regions and areas are visible in

recent weeks.

M G Warrier
Ex-GM, RBI

Reference # 20M-2020-07-03-01

Perspective

could appoint a panel with former gover-
nor Bimal Jalan as chairman and
among others former Deputy Governor
Rakesh Mohan as member (both had
nation’s interest as uppermost priority
in their minds) to study the adequacy of
reserves and the manner in which future
RBI surplus income was to be appropri-
ated. Bimal Jalan, though after surviv-
ing a tough struggle within the panel
with unreserved support from Rakesh
Mohan, managed to come up with an ex-
cellent report on RBI’s internal reserves
management which was accepted by
RBI for implementation. This put a lid
on a controversy which
had literally affected
the smooth functioning
of RBI for a few years.

 Another internal
issue which was solved
by Das was a long
pending pension revi-
sion issue of veteran
retirees which was be-
ing dodged by finance
ministry for almost
two decades, despite
the institution having
adequate resources in
its own pension fund.
Governor found out a
via media of giving
some temporary relief to the pensioners
which incidentally boosted staff morale
and needless to flag the role of employ-
ees’ trust in the top management in the
smooth running of day-to-day affairs of
any organization. RBI was one of the
first statutory organizations in India
which perceived the threat to normal
functioning of institutions and systems
paused by the Covid-19 pandemic. As
mentioned in my previous article (TGA
April-May, 2020), to ensure uninter-
rupted functioning of the core functions
of RBI. I wrote and I quote:

“After the medical fraternity, RBI
was one of the major institutional par-
ticipants which gauged the possible
hurdles the invasion of the pandemic
will bring with it affecting the smooth
functioning of the nation’s lifelines in-
cluding the financial system. Quickly,
the central bank constituted a fairly

large ‘Core Team’ under the leadership
of Governor Shaktikanta Das which
started functioning with war-like cau-
tions to ensure uninterrupted function-
ing of core central banking functions in-
cluding currency management and
timely policy interventions”.

In a recent interaction RBI Gover-
nor acknowledged that “the measures
taken by RBI during the recent times
were unprecedented and unconven-
tional”. He was referring to the direct
and indirect liquidity, monetary policy
and regulatory interventions to facili-
tate smooth functioning of financial in-

stitutions which are undeniably the bed-
rock of our economy. RBI provided vari-
ous forms of financial support including
flow of credit to the most needy segments
of the economy which suffered most as
the lockdown entered third month. RBI’s
own perception is that the easing of fi-
nancing conditions considerably has re-
sulted in alleviating financial stress and
reducing volatility in certain segments.
Though signs of cautious and slow open-
ing of economic activity in some regions
and areas are visible in recent weeks,
Further, the apex bank feels that return
to normalcy or near normalcy will de-
pend on how quickly the Covid curve flat-
tens out.

During the Monetary Policy Com-
mittee (MPC) meeting held in May
2020, RBI Governor observed:

“The Reserve Bank has been
proactively managing liquidity. Since

the MPC statement of February 6, 2020
the Reserve Bank has announced liquid-
ity augmenting measures of 9.42 lakh
cr (4.6% of GDP). Monetary transmis-
sion has continued to improve with the
WALR on fresh rupee loans declining by
43 bps in March; the decrease since Feb-
ruary 2019, when the current cycle of rate
cut began, being 114 bps” (see Box for the
text of Governor’s statement of percep-
tions, at MPC Meeting held during May
2020)

RBI’s efforts have limitations ema-
nating from the dependence on the abil-
ity of the financial system to manage

flow of credit to various sectors and
demand from government for
funds. Viewed from this angle
GoI’s package of measures gets
significance. The 20 lakh crore
Atma-nirbhar package announced
by GoI on May 12, 2020 comprises
several components announced in
phases by Finance Minister
Nirmala Sitharaman during third
week of May 2020. The package
works out to 10% of India’s GDP,
which is among the most substan-
tial in the world after US (13% of
GDP) and Japan (20% of GDP).
They included:
• The package allowed states to
increase their borrowing limit un-

conditionally by 0.5% of individual
state’s Gross State Domestic Prod-
uct (GSDP)

• Around 40,000 cr increase in
MGNREGA allocation,over and
above the budgeted 61,500 cr

• Free foodgrains to poor and cash to
poor women and elderly 1.7 lakh cr

• Liquidity-driven measures (includ-
ing cut in interest rates, etc.) aggre-
gating 6.5 lakh cr.
The comparison in monetary terms

with measures initiated by other coun-
tries may not be rational as India has a
federal and multi-layer governance and
budgeting system.

More challenges will emerge as the
Covid curve flattens and the economy
gets back to the growth path again in
the coming months. 

July Analyst SF 2020 (8-7-2020).pmd 13-07-2020, 15:0412
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India�s $1.7 tn financial system comprehends banks, financial organization, markets and services. It is mostly
dominated by a banking sector with commercial banks accounting for more than 64% of the total assets held by the
financial system. Over the years, subsequent governments introduced several reforms to liberalize, regulate and

enhance this industry.
A quick recap of the state of India�s financial sector before Covid is a good place to begin. The banks were under severe

pressure. Non-Performing Assets (NPAs) were still mounting and there was no way
to tell if they had bottomed out or not. There was concern over NPAs from the
MUDRA loans that may worsen the situation. Credit dispensation had almost
come to a standstill, not entirely because of weak balance sheets of the bank, but
mostly because banks were apprehensive. A slowdown in credit obviously led to a
slowdown in growth.

When the banking sector requires a breather, the Non-Banking Financial Com-
panies (NBFCs) often take over the responsibility of keeping credit lines open,
especially for the smaller businesses. Unfortunately, a deep crisis had occurred
amongst the NBFC sector. This did not bode well for the economy. The crisis in the
NBFC sector had ramifications for the mutual fund industry. The Reserve Bank of
India (RBI), in an effort to deal with the crisis at hand, ended up sucking all liquid-
ity out of the NBFC sector. With credit lines from banks becoming almost impossible to access, the NBFC crisis became
a full-fledged liquidity problem, which was what caused problems for the mutual fund sector.

With credit lines from banks be-

coming almost impossible to

access, the NBFC crisis became

a full-fledged liquidity problem

and also caused problems for

the mutual fund sector

India�s Financial Sector

V I E W P O I N T






The pre-Covid state of India�s financial
sector was not pretty. Fracture lines
were deepening across the board. Al-
though there were some laudable ef-
forts. The introduction of the bank-
ruptcy code was by far the most signifi-
cant development. This helped banks,
albeit with significant haircuts, to re-
cover some of their bad debts. Notwith-
standing, the common criticism was
that almost all measures would do
little to deal with the structural incon-
sistencies of the financial system. If
anything, in the new post-Covid world,
the situation is only expected to become
worse.

Livelihoods and
businesses, small and
large, are feeling the
pressure of Covid. La-
bor is scant, incomes
have dropped, and it is
natural that many
businesses may close.
With a target of a $5 tn
economy, this we know
that Micro, Small and
Medium Enterprises
(MSMEs) are the driv-
ers for future growth.
They already contrib-
ute around 8% to
India�s GDP, 40% of ex-
ports, almost 45% to
India�s manufacturing
output, and employ around 120 million
people. The sector has innate capacity
to generate employment, nurture entre-
preneurship and provide MSMEs the
opportunity for significant gains by

plugging themselves into global value
chains.

The MSME sector in India has
shown remarkable resilience even
unchallenging domestic and global eco-
nomic circumstances. The sector has
maintained an annual growth rate of
10% over the last few years. With a pen-
chant for innovativeness, the sector has
exhibited the adaptability to survive
economic shocks. The sector has how-
ever constantly suffered from con-
straints such as limited access to mar-
kets, lack of capital, and stiff competi-
tion from well established players. The
financial sector will have to play its

part in helping this sector to recover and
grow. For this, India�s financial sector
will have to make some significant
changes and become robust in order to
fund economic growth in a post-Covid

world.
A large quan-

tity of theoretical
and empirical lit-
erature focusses
on the impact of
financial deepen-
ing on economic
growth in the
world. The finan-
cial system per-
forms four basic
functions which
are essential to
economic develop-

ment and growth: Mobilization of sav-
ings, allocation of resources to produc-
tive uses, facilitating transactions, and
exerting corporate control. Through
these functions, literature suggests
that higher growth rates can be
achieved, with much of the effect coming
through greater productivity rather
than a higher overall rate of investment.

Banks and markets channel invest-
ments in different ways. Banks perform
intermediation mostly on their balance
sheets. They take in and provide fund-
ing primarily in the form of loans, often
through close relationships with bor-
rowers. Markets, by contrast, keep sav-

ers and investors at arm�s length,
by serving as a forum where debt
and equity securities are issued
and traded. Banks can overcome
problems arising from asymmetric
information and contract enforce-
ment using the knowledge they ac-
cumulate through relationships;
markets do so by means of contract
covenants and the courts. Capital
markets around the world, both in
developed and in emerging econo-
mies, are tasked with similar re-
sponsibilities of capital formation
and building market efficiencies.

All financial systems combine
bank-based and market-based in-
termediation. But financial struc-
ture varies across countries. Some
studies find that both banks and

other intermediaries are important
while others find that it is the provision
of services that is more important to
economic growth. The answer though
may be more nuanced in that the rela-
tionship may depend on the level of a
countries financial and economic devel-
opment. India�s growth has predomi-
nantly been financed by the banking
and NBFC sector. Each have played
their role in financing growth. In com-
parison, the capital markets has be-
come a speculative market rather than
one that assists capital formation.

Take for example, the bond market
in India. A liquid bond market along
with an efficient banking sector can ef-
fectively meet the growing demands for
long-term capital. Empirical evidences
show that systemic problems in the
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banking sector leads to intervention in
the flow of funds from the savers to the
investors for a very long time. Bond fi-
nancing not only reduces macroeconom-
ics vulnerability to shocks but also miti-
gates systemic risk through diversifica-
tion of investment and credit risks.



Every crisis presents an opportunity,
maybe not in the best way, but an op-
portunity all the same. One can be sure
that all parts of the financial sector will
face intense pressure. It is not just
about time for India to re-evaluate her
financial architecture but also take
steps towards implementing some bold
structural reforms.

There are many things that the gov-
ernment can do. First, it must take
stock of all the financial sector reform
announcements that have been made
and ensure that they come to some frui-
tion. The pending ADR/GDR for India
and the FRDI Bill are excellent cases in
point. Second, there have been scores of
reports by experts that have made
many recommendations on ushering
much-needed structural reforms in the f i n a n c i a l

sector. These
reports can-
not be left to
gather dust;
they must be
re-examined
and imple-
mented. The
PJ Nayak
Committee
Report on
bank gover-
nance, the
Justice Sri-
krishna Re-
port or the
F i n a n c i a l
Sector Legis-
lative Re-
forms Com-
mission are
examples of
these. Third,
India�s regu-
lators will
have to work

as hard as market development as they
do on creating legislations and regula-
tions. Alongside this, Indian regulators
will also have to undertake regulatory
impact assessments to understand if
the purpose of regulations have been
met. This requires careful consider-
ation and clarity of thought and vision
at the time of drafting regulations. The
new draft house finance regulations is
an excellent example of how regulations
can lack vision for the sector or how
market development has not been em-
braced.

The inherent problems with the fi-
nancial sector cannot be attributed to a
single person or agency. Each stake-
holder has had a role to play which has
led to the current mess and it will re-
quire every stakeholder to pull their
weight to create the change that is re-
quired. If India lets this opportunity to
pass, the vicious cycle of a weak finan-
cial sector further weakening a weak
economy will be difficult to break. 


















 

On June 5, as its forex reserves zoomed past the $500bn-mark, the first time ever, India became only the third
country in the world � after China and Japan - to reach that milestone.

However, before we burst into jubilation, let us revisit an incident which took place a few decades ago and proved to
be a turning point, and acted as a catalyst for India to kick-start its journey towards acquiring a forex reserves war chest
that would be second to none!

It was 1991, still some time before summers arrived. But the economy was already reeling under the heat as the
threat of a sovereign debt default looked more real than ever. India�s total external debt was hovering around $84bn at
end-March. Its import bills too had flared up courtesy surging international crude prices � a major import item - but
there were not enough forex reserves left to meet the payment obligations; the country�s forex kitty which had stood at
$5.8bn then was depleting fast. At end-June, it had only about half a billion dollar worth of foreign exchange (forex)
reserves, which couldn�t have met more than
three weeks of essential im- ports. India was
barely a few weeks away from defaulting on its
external balance of pay- ment obligations for
the first time ever.

Frenetic efforts to raise the emergency funds
from international agencies like IMF and World
Bank which could have al- lowed the country to
avoid the embarrassment had not yielded much
result; IMF allowed India to access Special Draw-
ing Rights (SDR) worth $1.27bn but that was
not enough. Time was run- ning out. Negotia-
tions were on to raise fresh capital from some of
the central banks in the west, but that did not
fructify for want of collat- eral. Meanwhile, sov-
ereign rating downgrades by Moody�s and a few
others � after the 5-month old coalition govern-
ment led by PM Chandra- sekhar failed to pass
the budget - had only made the task all the more
difficult; Moody�s had downgraded India�s credit rating to below investment grade then. Left with no choice, his govern-
ment decided to do the unthinkable before lenders knocked at the door � to raise the fund by tapping into the family�s
silver, that is, the country�s gold reserves.

That year, between May 21 and 31, the Reserve Bank of India sold 20 tons of confiscated gold (seized from smugglers)
to the Union Bank of Switzerland (UBS) to raise $240mn. Obviously, it was embarrassing for the nation to raise funds
this way. In fact, the whole episode could have gone unnoticed but for a freak incident that spilled the beans. It so
happened that a van which was carrying the gold consignment had a tyre burst on the way to the airport and an alerted
security personnel immediately encircled it. It got attention of the curious onlookers and someone from them even took
the photograph. Media got the whiff and rest is history. The then Chandrasekhar government came in for heavy
criticism.However, the crisis was not yet resolved fully and threat of a default was still lurking.

A few months later, in July, the country was staring at yet another balance of payment crisis. The-then PV Narasimha
Rao-led government, which had just taken the reins of power at the centre towards the end of June that year, negotiated
with the central banks of UK and Japan for a fresh loan of $600mn. During July 4-18, India airlifted a further 47 tons of gold
to be pledged with the Bank of England and Bank of Japan to raise the new capital.

Those memories are still fresh and perhaps would remain so for a very long time. Although not many would be
knowing that during the same year India also purchased 200 tonnes of the yellow metal to diversify its assets, probably
signalling the wheel had turned full circle!

That was an eye-opener of sort, nevertheless.

C O V E R  S T O R Y

I think if you focus only on reserves there is really no point at which you feel safe, because provided there is enough uncertainty
about the economy, uncertainty about conditions, uncertainty about the treatment of international investors, 400, 500, 600
any level of reserves, until you get to Chinese levels, is probably not enough.
Dr. Raghuram Rajan, the then RBI Governor, in a conference call with researchers and analysts in early April 2014.




























Early this summer, some three decades
after the BoP crisis and amidst the rag-
ing border tensions and over three
months� long pandemic-induced
lockdown that has hit the economy
hard, the RBI announced that India�s
forex reserves kitty had just hit a major
landmark�half a trillion dollars or
$501.7 bn, for the week ended June 5.

It is a near 100-fold jump in the re-
serves, from a mere
$5.8 bn at the end-
March 1991. It
would be interest-
ing to note that
also happened to
be the second high-
est forex reserves
level (after the all-
time high of $5.97
bn reached in
1985), before it de-
pleted to reach less
than a billion dol-
lar mark within a
span of just a little
over a month, that
is, by the early
May! What
brought it down? A
series of adverse
developments that
included skyrocket-
ing fuel prices,
which had more
than doubled post-
the Gulf War, as
well as dramatic
fall in revenues
from both tourism
as well as remit-
tances�the major
sources of dollar in-
flows for India then�caused a massive
erosion in the apex bank�s forex stock-
pile. Though the policymakers, and the
apex bank, responded with measures
like raising cash margins on imports
(especially petroleum products) and im-
posing a higher surcharge on interest on
bank advances for imports, these
proved insufficient. Besides, a substan-
tial jump in withdrawals of bank depos-
its by NRI customers, as well as sover-

eign rating downgrades by interna-
tional rating agencies, which led to a
jump in borrowing costs for banks and
corporates, only worsened the situation.
Worse, the collapse of less than a year-
old National Front government at the
center had just turned the BoP crisis
into a full-blown crisis of confidence.
But all that changed soon as the newly
installed PV Narasimha Rao-led gov-
ernment at the centre unleashed a se-
ries of reforms which helped India usher

into a totally new era: the era of liberal-
ization and globalization, which also
paved way for the emergence of new
thinking on the reserves front.



India�s forex reserves reached the mile-
stone $100 bn for the first time in the
year 2003 (December 21), some twelve
years after the country latched onto the

reforms bandwagon. �Self-reliance, for
which we worked for decades since Inde-
pendence has been reached,� remarked
Jaswant Singh, the-then union finance
minister in the Atal Bihari Vajpayee-
led National Democratic Alliance-led
government at the center; in 1950, when
the RBI had first published data about
its foreign currency holdings, India had
forex reserves of $1.9 bn. From there, it
was just a matter of a few years�less
than four years, in fact�before reserves

swelled by another
$100 bn. For a
record, India�s forex
reserves touched
$200 bn-mark, as on
April 2007. It also
meant that the coun-
try for the very first
time had enough re-
serves to meet im-
ports of more than a
year, a far cry from
the early days in
1991.

In less than
seven years, the
forex reserves rose
by another $100 bn
to breach past the
$300 bn- level, as of
end-March 2014. On
September 15, 2017,
India�s forex re-
served had vaulted
by another $100 bn
to go to the next
milepost: $400 bn.

From there, as
we know by now, it
took less than three
years forex kitty to
reach the landmark
of $500 bn. And it
continues to swell.

On June 12, India's forex reserves had
risen to yet another high: $507.644 bn,
which comprised of foreign exchange as-
sets (FCA) of $468.74bn, gold reserves
of $33.17 bn, SDRs (Special Drawing
Rights with the IMF) of $1.454 bn, and
about $4.3 bn worth of reserve position,
according to RBI data.

Interestingly, the Economic survey
2014-15 had hoped that India could tar-



 


 


 


 
 


 





 



 


 


 
 


 
   
   


 






 



get foreign exchange reserves of
$750 bn-$1 tn.

    

Amid a precarious fiscal situation and
rising public angst against the move to
pledge the country's gold, the-then
Narasimha Rao government had little
choice but to initiate reforms that could
unshackle the economy from decades of
licence raj and help it unleash its true
potential. To avoid another BoP-like
crisis, it became clear the government
needed to boost exports, contain non-es-
sential imports like gold, oil, etc., allow
participation from private and foreign
companies into non-strategic sectors,
liberalize FDI
norms, make it
easier to raise
foreign capital,
open up domestic
capital market,
etc., which could
bring the much-
needed foreign
currencies, espe-
cially dollar, and
lend stability to
the financial and
currency mar-
kets, besides
helping check in-
flation, in a rapidly connecting world. In
essence, to achieve some of these goal or
more, the government needed to build a
strong forex reserves war chest.

Thirty years down the line, as we re-
visit history, there is no doubt those
moves paid off well. The Narasimha
Rao-led government, for instance,
adopted a multi-pronged strategy to
bring the economy back on track. One of
it was to prune current account deficit in
order to rein in the rising trade imbal-
ance (gap). That apart, the rupee too
was devalued�by nearly a fifth�so as
to make Indian goods competitive in the
international markets. Further, the
government removed a number of regu-
latory hurdles, besides announcing a
series of export-friendly measures. In-
spector raj was given the much-needed
burial that led to the end of industrial
licensing in all but 18 sensitive sectors.

Public sector also saw a slew of reforms
and got the operational freedom that
was needed to make state-owned enter-
prises efficient and competitive vis-à-
vis their private sector counterparts.

The next inflection point came in
when the Atal Bihari Vajpayee govern-
ment returned to power in 1999. His
government not only carried on the
spirit of the economic reforms un-
leashed by his predecessor, but in fact
took also it a notch above. Indeed, it was
during the Vajpayee regime that the
now-much acclaimed Fiscal Responsi-
bility Act (FRA) was introduced, which
for the first time signaled a serious in-
tent on part of the government to tackle
the problem of fiscal profligacy. A series

of reforms that his government intro-
duced boosted domestic enterprises�
morale and gave a signal to foreign in-
vestors that India means business, and
that reforms are irreversible irrespec-
tive of whichever party controls the
reins of power at New Delhi.

During Vajpayee 2.0, India�s foreign
currency reserves shot up to more than
$76 by the end of FY 2002-03, from be-
low $29 bn in 1997-98; though rupee too
fell by 30%, during this period. To recol-
lect, it was during his regime that India
had launched the Resurgent India
Bonds through which the public sector
lender, SBI had successfully raised $4.2
bn from NRIs and overseas corporate
bodies, which had boosted forex re-
serves to $30 bn. Its timing too was sig-
nificant as India was facing west�s sanc-
tions post-Pokharan II, which was con-
ducted on May 11 and 13 in 1998 and

several international lenders had shied
away from investing in the country then.
Yet, his government could achieve this
feat. Two years later, as pressure
mounted on forex reserves, which had
fallen from $38 bn in April 2000 to $35
bn that November, driven by rising in-
ternational crude oil prices, his govern-
ment decided to raise funds abroad
through yet another bond issuance (ini-
tially the idea was to launch a sovereign
bond offering, but it was dropped later
on the insistence of the then RBI Gover-
nor Vimal Jalan, and it was decided to
let SBI raise another round of debt issu-
ance instead). The issuance was chris-
tened India Millennium Deposit (IMD),
which proved to be yet another success-

ful international
bond offering from
the country.
Through IMD, SBI
raised funds
worth $5.5 bn.
Vajpayee also pre-
sided over India�s
GDP�s landmark
achievement of
turning it into a
trillion dollar
economy.

Fast forward
to 2013. India
seemed to be re-

visiting the BoP crisis again as the twin
deficits�with the current account defi-
cit (the excess of imports over exports)
standing at 4.82% of GDP in 2012-13)
while fiscal deficit (the difference be-
tween the total expenditure of the gov-
ernment and the total revenue) stood at
4.9% of GDP in FY�13�problem arose,
triggered by a sharp fall in the the rupee
that had already lost close to 25% of its
value towards August-end on account of
massive sell-offs in equity markets (in-
flows in equities then were a major
source of forex earnings which the gov-
ernment used to finance its deficit) that
had continued into September as well.
The panic in the markets was caused by
concerns over the rising geo-political
tensions in the Middle East as well as
fears of a possible US-led military
strike against Syria. Besides, growing
speculations of an early withdrawal of




















 







economic stimulus package by the US
Fed (that could trigger outflows from
emerging markets) too weighed on the
markets. Panic selling saw rupee wipe
out more than 13% of its value in Au-
gust (by 28) alone. According to data
from ET, FIIs had withdrawn a mas-
sive $3.5 bn since July, while outflows
from bond markets had totaled $4.5 bn
so far that year. A section of analysts
blamed the government�s strategy of
using foreign inflows to fund its deficits.
�The problem in India is that of exter-
nal funding for the current account defi-
cit (exports-imports) which becomes
difficult at a time when foreign inves-
tors are able to get better yields without
having necessarily to go into the emerg-
ing markets,� Michael Kurtz, Chief
Asia Equity Strategist, Nomura, then
told broadcaster ET Now in an inter-
view. Falling domestic savings did not
help the cause of the rupee either.

To stem the fall in domestic cur-
rency vis-à-vis the dollar, the RBI, un-
der its new Governor Raghuram Rajan,
decided to shun bonds in favor of the �de-
posits� route. In September 2013, the
central bank opened a special window
for banks that let the latter swap the
dollars raised under the newly launched
Foreign Currency Non Resident
(FCNR) deposits�aimed at Indian
diaspora�with it. Through this facility,
banks raised $24 bn. The move also
helped avoid what could have been a
major headache for the policymakers.

And the RBI's dollar buying spree
has probably continued from there on-
wards, aided by Indian diaspora�s con-
tinued faith in the Indian economy,

leading to an unhindered growth in re-
mittances (which swelled to close to $2
bn in April 2020, the highest single
month flow in more than 2 years),
driven by higher returns at a time when
interest rates in developed countries
have plunged to near zero levels. Be-
sides, sustained inflows in domestic
capital market (equities as well as
bonds), rising exports along with the
government�s continued efforts to bring
down imports, particularly of gold (in
line with the country�s policy of curbing
imports of non-essential items to check
outflow of foreign currencies) and oil,
and by boosting FDI. Gold Imports by
India (the world's second largest con-
sumer of the yellow metal) fell by half in
January this year, driven by a combina-
tion of record domestic prices and a
slowdown in economic growth, while
full-year purchase too slumped 14% in
2019, said a report from the World Gold
Council, while the growing focus on re-

newal energy aims to reduce India�s ex-
cessive dependence on imported oil.



India�s forex reserves jumped by $8.2 bn
to touch half-a-trillion dollar mark for
the first time, during the week-ended
June 5, 2020. The country�s forex re-
serves grew to $501.7 bn from $493.5 bn
a week earlier. The growth in forex re-
serves was fueled by a jump of $8.4 bn
in foreign currency assets to $463 bn,
while reserves with the IMF too grew by
$832 mn to $4.2 bn, though the value of
gold declined by $329 mn to $3.2 bn.
The forex reserves comprise of three
components, Foreign Currency Assets
(FCAs)�comprising of mainly the US
dollar (euro, pound sterling and yen are
other three major currencies), SDRs
and gold reserves.

Moving on, the recent rise in re-
serves is attributed mainly to the
deleveraging (through equity dilution)
efforts by large corporates aimed at
bringing down debt on their balance
sheets. Reliance Industries, for ex-
ample, has attracted investments
worth more than rupees one lakh crore
by diluting its equity holdings in Jio
Platforms to a handful of leading global
investors, including Facebook, while its
competitor Bharti Telecom, the holding
company of Bharti Airtel, too has raised
over $1 bn by selling a stake of 2.75% in
its mobile telephony arm to institu-
tional investors. Among others, the
pharmaceutical major GlaxoSmithKline



 









     





















sold its equity stake in Unilever's In-
dian business for a sum of $3.35 bn in
what was also the largest block trade
deal ever in India. Talking to the Times
of India, Bank of America Securities In-
dia economist Indranil Sen Gupta,
quipped, �The RBI has been buying dol-
lars since governor Shaktikanta Das
took charge in 2018. With forex re-
serves, the more you have, the less the
need to sell (dollar). The forex market
knows that the RBI can easily sell $50
bn worth of dollar to ward off specula-
tive attacks.� As a result, he explains,
forex markets have avoided testing the
rupee even as other currencies like Bra-
zil, South Africa, Turkey, and Indonesia
have come under pressure.

But at the same time, it is also true
that high reserves do not necessarily
mean that all is well on the external
front, or so suggest a section of experts.
�The dollar bond yield on Indian credit
is still higher than pre-Covid level.
Yields (the yield on a bond is based on
the purchase price of the bond as well as
the interest/coupon promised) have
come down of late because of easing dol-
lar liquidity, but they are still away
from pre-Covid levels. The reason for
the underperformance is how the mac-

ros are stacking up, plus uncertainty in
respect of the infection and associated
costs,� the Times of India quoted
Ashhish Vaidya, head of treasury at the
MNC  banking major, DBS, as saying.
However, a major positive, he said, is
that there is a larger coverage of im-
ports, which makes India less vulner-
able. �The corporate deleveraging also
reduces the overall risk in the corporate
sector,� he noted. Another expert,
Indranil Sen Gupta of BoA Securities
felt that the collapse in oil prices has
helped offset the outflows in foreign
portfolios. There is also no potential
stress build-up on the rupee as the RBI
has been following a prudent strategy of
letting the Indian currency slide gradu-
ally, he felt. �The RBI has been follow-
ing an asymmetric forex intervention
policy of buying dollars when there are
inflows and letting the rupee go a bit
when there are outflows,� he observed.
India is the only country among the top
five�in terms of forex reserves�to
have a current account deficit. What
this means is that unlike other coun-
tries where the reserves are an outcome
of intervention aimed at preventing cur-
rency appreciation, India builds its re-
serves since a large part of the foreign

inflows are liabilities that have to be
repaid at some point, according to the
Times of India. Several media reports
suggested that Indian firms, after rais-
ing $16.5 bn last year, are ramping up
issuance of dollar-denominated bonds
this year to exploit a rising global appe-
tite for high-yielding debt as well as
benefit from the relaxations announced
in domestic rules on the use of funds
raised, according to Refinitiv. Indeed, in
the first two months of this year alone
Indian firms raised a record $3.6 bn.
�Indian borrowers are benefiting from
investors seeking yield in the current
low interest rate environment globally.
The ability to raise long-dated bonds, in
addition, makes the offshore markets
attractive for some Indian companies,�
said Muralidharan Ramakrishnan, se-
nior director at Fitch Ratings. �Indian
companies also benefit from investors
looking to diversify their portfolios be-
yond the Chinese issuers (mainly from
realty and related sectors).� Just to rec-
ollect, last year, India�s central bank
had relaxed norms on the end-use of
funds raised through the External Com-
mercial Borrowings (ECB) for working
capital requirements, general corporate











purposes and repayment of rupee loans.
As per the changed rules, eligible bor-
rowers can tap the ECB route to raise
funds with a minimum average matu-
rity period of 10 years for working capi-
tal purposes and general corporate pur-
poses. Borrowing for on-lending by
NBFCs for the above maturity and end-
uses too is permitted. Further, ECBs
with a minimum average maturity pe-
riod of 7 years for repayment of Rupee
loans availed domestically for capital
expenditure is also allowed. The bor-
rowings for on-lending by NBFCs for the
repayment of rupee loans also permit-
ted. This has given a boost to the over-
seas fund raising plans of Indian firms,
which are finding it hard to raise funds
from domestic markets currently, espe-
cially against the backdrop of a deepen-
ing shadow bank crisis. While a few ex-
perts have expressed concern over a
jump in repayment obligations becom-
ing due later this fiscal year, though
swelling dollar kitty of RBI is expected
to allay those fears. �Indian companies
with outstanding dollar loans may have
to pay more for refinancing in FY21,
with more than $27 bn of repayments
coming up this fiscal, nearly half of it
next four months until July�a period in
which dollars are likely to remain in
short supply due to the global business
disruptions,� warns an ET report.
Though big corporates like RIL, the
Adani Group and Tata Motors, have a
natural hedge in the form of export
earnings, investor reluctance to lend
amid the rising demand for safe-haven
assets like the dollar will likely make
refinancing rather more expensive for

several companies facing repayment
obligations in June quarter, the busi-
ness daily said. Corporate FX debt ma-
turities (including bonds and loans)
work out to $27.3 bn, which is 0.8% of
India�s GDP and 5.8% of forex reserves
in FY21, data from BofA Securities
showed. �Well-rated Indian companies
that are well diversified and manage
shocks will still be able to refinance
their bonds and loans, but may be at
incremental costs due to the current
tight global liquidity,� said Joiel
Akilan, Executive Director & Chief Rep-
resentative, BBVA, a Spanish bank.
�There continues to be a dollar liquidity
shortage globally, triggered by the
Covid-19 outbreak,� Hemant Mishr,
founder at Scube Fixed Income, a
Singapore-based fund, told ET. �Indian
companies looking at refinancing will
have to pay much higher risk premiums
as investors prefer to stay long cash in
the absence of clarity on the full impact
of the crisis on the macro and borrower�s
ability to meet their debt obligations.�
According to the pink daily, the credit
spread, or differential in proportion to
US Treasuries, has more than doubled.
For example, the gauge, considered a
barometer for investor risk perception,
has doubled to 450 basis points for in-
vestment grade bonds issued by Indian
companies. The spread for high yield
bonds has surged to 10% compared
with 4.25% before Covid-19 hit finan-
cial markets. �It would be prudent for
the RBI to open up a short-term dollar
liquidity window to help them tide over

foreign currency funding mismatches,�
he added. Well, that won�t be a problem
for the central bank as dollar inflows
into its kitty continues unabated.


The financial return or trade-off between
financial costs and benefits of holding
and maintaining reserves is not the only
or the predominant objective in manage-
ment of reserves. � YV Reddy, the-then
Dy. Gov., at the National Council of Ap-
plied Economic Research, New Delhi,
May 10, 2002.

It has for long been debated whether
a high forex stockpile makes sense. It
does seem so, especially against the
backdrop of the developments that un-
folded post-1990. In fact, even if you
leave that aside for a moment, then also
there is absolutely no denying the fact
that a strong forex pool acts as a cush-
ion that allows the central bank of a
nation to absorb any sudden, external
shock and ensure stability to the
economy. The reserves are like backup
funds which the government can tap into
in emergencies such as a sudden run on
the currency (as witnessed during the
East Asian Financial Crisis in 1997, or
later in 2015 when EM currencies came
under heavy selling pressure that saw
the Brazilian real losing nearly 60% of
its value by the end-September, led by
weak Chinese data as well as fears of an
early withdrawal of stimulus by the US
Fed)), or due to rapid flight of the so-
called �hot money� (as experienced during
the 2009 global credit crunch) in a war-
like situation, during economic recession
or political instability, rising geo-politi-
cal tensions, trade war, devaluation of
the domestic monetary unit, etc. Be-
sides, a central bank ton-up on forex also
ensures that a country faces no risk to its
sovereign credit rating. Access to high
forex reserves also ensures that the
country not only meets its short-term
debt payment obligations, but it is also
able to manage itsBoP situation with-
out any difficulty. It is to be mentioned
that all international transactions of
India are settled in dollars, hence the
central bank�s foreign exchange re-
serves are denominated and expressed
in US dollars (even though a part of the



 








accumulate dollars only when the need
arises, and that it treats them more as
a defence mechanism (against external
shocks) rather than building them with
a long-term focus. In this context, it can
be said that while that might be a case
earlier, the 1991 BoP crisis changed
that perspective forever. To quote Y V
Reddy, the-then RBI Deputy Governor,
who was later appointed Governor,
�India�s approach to reserve manage-
ment, until the BoP crisis of 1991 was
essentially based on the traditional ap-
proach, i.e., to maintain an appropriate
level of import cover defined in terms of
number of months of imports equiva-
lent to reserves.� However, this ap-
proach to reserve management, as part
of exchange rate management, and in-
deed external sector policy, underwent a
paradigm shift with the adoption of the
recommendations of a High Level Com-
mittee on BoP headed by C Rangarajan
and of which Reddy was also a part as a
Member-Secretary. The report, �articu-
lated an integrated view of the issues
and made specific recommendations on
foreign currency reserves, said  Reddy
while delivering a special lecture at the
National Council of Applied Economic
Research, New Delhi, on May 10, 2002.
The committee observed that the tradi-
tional approach of viewing the level of
desirable reserves as a percentage of
the annual imports (for example, re-
serves to meet three months imports or
four months imports) would be inad-
equate when a large number of transac-
tions and payment liabilities arise in
areas other than import of commodi-
ties. �Thus, liabilities may arise either
for discharging short-term debt obliga-
tions or servicing of medium-term debt,
both interest and principal,� according
to the report. The Committee suggested
that while determining the target level
of reserve, due attention should also be
paid to the payment obligations in ad-
dition to the level of imports. While rec-
ommending that the foreign exchange
reserves targets be fixed in such a way
that they are generally in a position to
accommodate imports of three months,
the Committee suggested that the fol-
lowing factors must also be taken into
consideration in determining the desir-
able level of reserves: the need to ensure
a reasonable level of confidence in the
international financial and trading

Foreign Currency Assets are main-
tained in other currencies like British
Pound and euro too). According to a Re-
serve Bank of India�s Report on Man-
agement of Foreign Exchange Reserves
(dated May 8, 2020), India�s foreign ex-
change reserves cover of imports in-
creased to 11.4 months by the end of
December 2019, up from 10.4 months
three months ago. In a further relief for
the authorities, the report also high-
lighted that the ratio of short-term debt
(original maturity) to reserves fell to
23.2% from 25.2, during that period.
Besides, the ratio of volatile capital
flows (which include cumulative portfo-
lio inflows and outstanding short-term
debt) to reserves too witnessed a de-
cline of four percentage points to 82.6
from a high of 86.3%, during the period
under review. Moving on, as experts say,
higher reserves also give the needed el-
bow room to a central bank to carry out
forex market interventions so as to re-
duce domestic unit�s vulnerability in the
wake of rising speculative activities
that may lead to heavy sell-offs, and
send a stern warning to the vested in-
terests. Such instances are in fact rou-
tine now. For example, according to a
Bank of America report, emerging mar-
ket economies had to burn a massive
$240 bn in their reserves to support do-
mestic currencies during the pandemic-
induced lockdown early this year.

However, at the same time, it is also
true that maintaining excessive stock-
pile does entail a cost. �There is of
course a cost to having very high FX re-
serves (it earns low returns),� according
to Arvind Chari, Head � fixed income
and alternatives, Quantum Advisors,
who while speaking to Quartz, added

that, this (cost) though �needs to be
weighed against the aspect of financial
stability that it provides�. Recalling
rupee�s rout of 2013 when it had depre-
ciated by more than 20% in a span of
just four to six weeks, he reckoned, �the
size of the forex reserves with respect to
the current account deficit and portfolio
flows becomes a key determinant of
whether the currency can come under a
speculative attack (or not)�. The rupee
lost  8.6% in the June quarter of 2013-
14 in major sell-off in the global cur-
rency market after speculations grew
that the Fed might resort to early with-
drawal of the economic stimulus,
launched in the wake of the 2008 sub-
prime originated credit crisis, and
caused mayhem in emerging market
currencies, which Bloomberg said was
Asia�s worst exchange-rate perfor-
mance. Towards end-August the Indian
currency plunged by as much as 23%,
which spurred criticism that the central
bank was ill-prepared for a sell-off like
that. A sharp plunge in domestic unit
had also businesses, with loans in for-
eign currencies, worried; a depreciation
in domestic currency vis-à-vis, say dol-
lar, for example, adds to interest cost,
while an appreciation causes forex
earnings to drop. �It is difficult for com-
panies to plan for such sharp fluctua-
tions in currency as we are seeing now,�
said Akhil Jindal, director for group cor-
porate affairs at Welspun Corp., a sup-
plier of oil pipelines for Exxon Mobil
Corp. and Saudi Aramco. �The impact
of this on the profitability of most
corporates will be negative and it will
have an impact on their debt servicing
capability.�

Further, often there has been criti-
cism that the central bank rushes to
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communities about the capacity of the
country to honor its obligations and
maintain trade and financial flows; the
need to take care of the seasonal factors
in any BoPs transaction with reference
to the possible uncertainties in the
monsoon conditions of India; the
amount of foreign currency reserves re-
quired to counter speculative tenden-
cies or anticipatory actions amongst
players in the foreign exchange market;
and the capacity to maintain the re-
serves so that the cost of carrying li-
quidity is minimal.�

On the question of how much re-
serves must be maintained, Dr. Reddy
mentioned four sets of indicators, in his
speech. These are, namely (1) money-
based indicators (like reserves to broad
money or reserves to base money); (2)
trade-based indicators (usually the im-
port-based indicators defined in terms
of reserves in months of imports)�how-
ever, this indicator is relevant more for
small economies, which have limited
access and vulnerabilities to capital
markets; (3) debt-based indicators
(such as reserves to short-term debt by
remaining maturity is a better indica-
tor of identifying financial crises), these
constitute a useful measure of how
quickly a country would be forced to ad-
just in the face of capital market distor-
tion; and, (4) a combination of current
capital accounts as the meaningful
measure of liquidity risks (such as the
Guidotti�Greenspan rule which postu-
lated that a country�s reserves should
equal short-term external debt (one-
year or less maturity), implying a ratio
of reserves-to-short term debt of one.
The rationale is that countries should
have enough reserves to resist a mas-

sive withdrawal of
short-term foreign
capital.

Still, a key ques-
tion that might be
baffling a few on the
currency street, or
elsewhere, is, how
much is too much
when it comes to cre-
ating forex reserves
buffer? �While buying
up dollars gives com-
fort against the pros-
pect of a future sell-

down, it can add to inflationary pres-
sure by boosting rupee liquidity, and
the RBI�s push to build reserves is tem-
pered by its deep-seated wariness of in-
flation,� a 2014 report in Reuters quoted
some unnamed central bank officials as
saying. Clearing the air on that, Rajan,
speaking at a conference call with re-
searchers and analysts after the mon-
etary policy review in April 2014, re-
marked, �We have a lot of reserves.
Right now, $300 bn plus. So the key
question is at what point do you feel
safe? And I think if you focus only on
reserves there is  really no point at
which you feel safe, because provided
there is enough uncertainty about the
economy, uncertainty about conditions,
uncertainty about the treatment of in-
ternational investors, 400, 500, 600 any
level of reserves, until you get to Chi-
nese levels, is probably not enough.�
China�s forex reserves had touched $3.4
tn (down now to $3.4 tn) mark, 12 times
more than India�s current forex reserves
of $300 bn then. But then having high
buffer has its own headache: when RBI
buys dollars, it also releases a massive
quantity of rupee in the system which
then needs to be sterilized. �A potential
flood of rupees into banks as a result of
RBI dollar-buying may thus force it to
�sterilize� excess rupees, removing
them from circulation by selling bonds,�
the officials told. However, as they
quipped, the key plank of RBI�s foreign
exchange management plan is to buy
dollars whenever possible to build re-
serves, with no specific target on how
much it wants. The Reserve Bank went
on a dollar buying binge last year that
saw its reserves jump the highest in
Asia in 2019-20. India�s foreign-ex-
change reserves rose by $64 bn in 2019,

and the apex bank added another $18 bn
in 2020, taking holdings to a record $476
bn as of February 21, according to data
compiled by Bloomberg. In comparison,
China added $35 bn last year, while re-
serves rose by $8.5 bn in Indonesia and
$2.2 bn in Malaysia. Such a strategy
would come handy now as pandemic-in-
duced slowdown weighs on rupee, which
has been the worst performer among
Asian peers so far, and amid rising bor-
der tensions with the rival China. Mean-
while, the Reserve Bank has also won
an argument that was for long debated.
Often governments face the pressure to
use reserves to build infrastructure
rather than letting it remain idle, the
argument which continued to be hotly
debated during the second half of 2010.
However, with the apex bank firmly
maintaining its stand, the debate was
finally buried for once and all; although
idle reserves do affect performance (in
terms of opportunity cost).

To conclude, as the new India aims
to transform itself into what Prime
Minister Modi calls an Atmanirbhar
Bharat, one area where it seems to have
already achieved that goal - any doubt? -
is Forex Reserves. Indeed, it is to the
credit of the Reserve Bank of India that
it has silently, but stoically endured
many a challenge to build reserves so
that India would never have to go
around the world with a begging bowl.
Indeed, it�s RBI�s adeptness and dexter-
ity that has ensured that India remains
among only a handful of countries that
still hasn�t borrowed in the global mar-
kets through a bond offering; even arch
rival China does not have that privilege
(Beijing last year raised $6 bn in its big-
gest ever sovereign bond issuance,
though it was not the first time it had
followed this route).

Now, having scaled mount $500 bn,
the billion dollar question, rather the
trillion dollar question is: what is next
for RBI as far as its forex kitty is con-
cerned. With border tensions on rise
and global economic recovery scenario
remaining cloudy amid thinning hopes
that the pandemic may end anytime
soon, slowing its dollar buying binge
would probably be the last thing on the
minds of the bosses at the Mint Street.
Any doubts? 
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Coronavirus and China are two serious concerns that India is facing at this juncture. Despite imposing the
toughest lockdown, the country has not been able to bring the paramedic under control, while a long-standing
border dispute with China turned fatal along the Line of Actual Control (LAC) as the two armies got into a

scuffle. While the Ministry of External Affairs (MEA) has accused China of unilaterally changing the status quo in the
area, the People�s Liberation Army (PLA) on its past has blamed it on India, claiming Galwan Valley (part of the
disputed Ladakh region along the Himalayan frontier) as Chinese territory. The valley torrents within a remote stretch
of the 3380-kilometre LAC, the border recognized following a war between India
and China in 1962 that resulted in an anxious cease-fire and India lost Aksai Chin
to China. International media has said that the clash was �historic�, some suspect
that India�s road building exercise (which make it easier to move troops and redress
China�s advantage in logistics) in the valley led to the face-off.

Nevertheless, India�s construction has been well inside the territory it controls. In
June 2017, both armies stared each other down in a similar confrontation at Doklam,
the eastern section of their long and disputed border amid road building by one side
or another. Of late, India is concerned about China�s growing economic and political
whack on India�s border including Bangladesh, Bhutan, Nepal Pakistan and Sri
Lanka and also China�s growing military adventurism in the Indian Ocean.

The Galwan Valley clash ascribed both countries into a tense diplomatic and
military standoff and impelled Indian government to take a closer look at its China policy over the past 60 years.
Subsequent initiatives by the government has sent a clear signal to China that �creeping annexation� of Indian territory

I suspect China has lost another
generation, in India, many of
whom had seen China as an op-
portunity. Basically, now they will
say we can�t trust them.

Tanvi Madan
Director, India Project,

Brookings Institution,
Washington

China-India Face-off
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will no longer be tolerated. The martyr-
dom of Indian soldiers in the Galwan
Valley has translated into calls for cut-
ting all ties with China. Thus, the eco-
nomic stakes are high as India imports
more goods from China than any other
country (India�s second largest trading
partner). But India at the same time
also is also abig market for Chinese
producers as imports range from
nuclear has equipment to raw materi-
als for making fertilisers. India�s top
exports to China include raw materials
like cotton, gemstones, ores, slag and
ash (HS 26) and organic chemicals.


Since the early 2000s, trade relations
between them have grown rapidly (from
$2 bn to $38 bn in 2008). According to
Invest India, India�s imports from
China jumped 45 times since 2000 to
reach over $70 bn in 2018-19. Foreign
direct investments from China come to
metallurgical industries, renewable en-
ergy (solar panels), electrical equip-
ment, automotive and chemicals. Chi-
nese have roughly 75 manufacturing fa-
cilities in India in sectors like
smartphones, consumer appliances,
construction equipment, power gear,
automobiles, optical fiber, and chemi-
cals. Chinese firms including Xiaomi,
Huawei, Vivo and Oppo occupy nearly
60% of India�s mobile phone market.
With widening trade deficit with its
Asian counterpart, India has narrowed
down trade deficit to $48.7 bn during
the last year as compared with $53.6 bn
a year ago. The fall in India imports
from China has made the US bilateral.
India�s largest trading partner with a
trade touching $88.8 bn recently.

Besides, the Asian giants have en-
abled each other�s rise as technology
powerhouses. Chinese tech giants have
invested billions of dollars into India�s
biggest start-ups (an estimated $4 bn,
as of March 2020, 18 of India�s 30 uni-
corns are Chinese-funded). According to
a study released by Brookings India,
the total amount of current and planned
Chinese investment in India has
crossed $26 bn (around 198,000 cr),
with the private sector in China and
provincial governments emerging as

important interest groups in shaping
China�s diplomacy with India. However,
Indian start-ups are increasing, dump-
ing Chinese investors and moving to-
wards Japan as India-China ties wors-
ens amidst a severe blow from the
Covid-19.


Despite multiple summits with India�s
PM, China�s Xi Jinping don�t seem to
care and behave irresponsibly in mat-
ters of politics with India. In fact, across
the Indo-Pacific, China has sought to
bargain or forced other nations into sub-
mission from the Philippines to Austra-
lia with its rapidly growing well mili-
tary power. However, India is the only
regional power that Chinese leadership
should worry about in the long run,
given its size and increasing ties us.
democratic partners like the US, Japan
and Australia. India has also joined
Washington�s Indo-Pacific strategy, the
Quad (short for Quadrilateral Security
Dialogue), which includes the US, India,
Japan and, now, Australia. Its aim is to
support a �free, open and inclusive Indo-
Pacific Region.�

China is trying to signal its strength
in a bid to restore its credibility and re-
build its image. Many experts are of the
view that the economic setbacks suf-
fered by China due to the pandemic,
along with its already shaky economy,
may have prompted Beijing to resort to
military adventurism at the LAC with
the twin goals of diverting the focus
from domestic issues to an external en-
emy, and at the same time ex-
hibiting its strength to the
world. Yet, critics� observe
that the current border stand-
off is being projected more in
terms of global geopolitics. It
is trying to portray the crisis
as part of superpower
gameplay in the so called �new
cold war�. On the other hand,
Chinese media portrays as
the result of the latest epi-
sode the US support to India
that explains India�s firm-
ness and aggression in deal-
ing with its border issues with

China. Nonetheless, by requesting its
neighbor not to play in the US, China is
trying to give the impression that its
real competition is with the US and not
India.

During Doklam standoff in 2017
(and even the current crisis), India re-
ceived considerable support from the
US. Experts say that �the growing
voices in the West is that the US should
forge a deep strategic alliance, both eco-
nomic and defence-oriented. Indian
economy also gels well with the emerg-
ing view of it being a natural ally of the
US and thus a barricade against China
in Asia.� However, they warn that while
this may come as a big boost to India�s
position in the region, New Delhi must
tread this path cautiously. The New
Cold War, if it ever becomes a reality,
would be completely different from the
Cold War of the 20th century. As the US
no longer enjoys the same hegemony sta-
tus as it did decades ago. Accordingly, its
position as forerunner of the liberal in-
ternational order has long been eroded.
Against this backdrop, its partners in
the Europe no longer assume America as
a dependable ally.


With Beijing�s aggressive stance in the
Indian Ocean and Asia-Pacific region,
India is increasingly concerned about
China�s posture along their disputed
border even as Beijing is battling sev-
eral crises like its economy has been
confounded by coronavirus, relations
with America are at one of their lowest





 



points since diplomatic ties were re-es-
tablished in the 1970s. Hong Kong is in
rebellion and Beijing�s imposition of a
security law there has triggered world-
wide uproar. Along with the US, Beijing
has also launched a trade war with Aus-
tralia over its demands for an investi-
gation into the origins of Covid-19, and
Chinese authorities are in a standoff
with Canada over the banishment of a
senior executive from the technology gi-
ant Huawei. Doomsayers believe that
aggression on the Indian border is a re-
sponse to these domestic pressures.
They perceive a more opportunistic ag-
gression from a government which over
the past decade has replaced a focus on
economic priorities and global stability
in its foreign policy with aggressive na-
tionalism. Yet Taylor Fravel, Director of
the security studies program at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology
opines that �Because of Covid-19 and
the criticism China faced internation-
ally, the economic crisis at home, and
the concomitant deterioration of China-
US relations, Beijing government has
taken a tough stance on a number of
sovereignty issues as a way of signaling
that China will not be frightened.�

Besides not economic woes, lack of
allies (excluding the debt-ridden Paki-

stan, or confused Nepal), funds and re-
sources, China cannot afford a war with
India right now. Moreover, Beijing is
engaged in on too many fronts and it is
already fighting an internal dissent it
cannot afford to wage a war right now as
there is already too much global heat
against it. Infact, in the South China
Sea alone, China is currently engaged
with six countries, Taiwan, Vietnam,

the Philippines, Brunei, Indonesia and
Malaysia. It also confronting with Ja-
pan as its ships recently entered the
Japanese water, making Japan the sev-
enth country to be at crossroads with
China at the waters alone. On the other
hand, India has the support of the
world�s leading powers, both diplomati-
cally and militarily. Reports indicate
that the trade war with US cost China
$35 bn in the first half of 2019 alone.
Among the hardest-hit sectors were
computers and office machinery. Given
that a confrontation with India would
only mean further and losing out on
Indian markets, and losing over $74.72
bn from exports alone.


China must also realize that India is no
longer the same and has grown in terms
of military strength quite rapidly. India
has the third highest defence expendi-
ture in the world, though China spends
nearly four times more (second highest
defence expenditure). Also while China
might have more weapons, as the Belfer
Centre for Science and International
Affairs in Harvard Kennedy School says
that India�s Air Force is more powerful
than China�s. Further, some defence ex-
perts believe that unlike the 1962 war,
the Indian military is now in a much
stronger position. On the nuclear war
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heads front, (according to
SIPRI�s 2020 Yearbook),
the Chinese nuclear ar-
senal currently stands at
320, while India has 150
weapons. CNN (an
American news-based
pay television channel
owned by CNN World-
wide) trusts that China
has no �military advan-
tage� over �battle-hard-
ened� Indian Army.

Beijing�s confronta-
tion strategy suggests
that it might extra erred
in calculating the dan-
gers of any Indian retali-
ation believing its
economy is nearly five
times the size of India�s
and that its military has
more firepower. More-
over, it would have also
mischievously felt that
its good time to put India
in its place as its
economy is wracked by the coronavirus
and the US is worried. China�s nation-
alist newspaper wrote in an editorial
that India learns from this incident and
cannot rely on Washington for support
and should experts� opine that this
might well be right in the short-term,
but China too should be worried in the
long-term. They further describe that
the four largest economies in the world
(ranked by purchasing power, are
China, the US, Japan and India) are in-

tensely concerned by the balance of
power in the Indo-Pacific region. It is
foolishness for China to drive India into
America�s arms. On the other hand, to
take on Chinese �wolf warriors�, India
must fix military disproportio-
nateness with China.


China has been intentionally disturb-
ing India and thus the frequent ten-
sions turned into a mortal fight this

year. Amidst China�s blow hot and blow
cold and unfortunate confrontations
with its neighbors, it should under-
stand that only cooperation will lead to
a better future in the region. In fact,
China targets India to play the role of a
cooperative junior partner and not that
of a competitor, both regionally and glo-
bally. How far dragon will achieve this
will depend on its diplomatic skills and
how it uses its military to enforce its
will. However, the situation will prob-
ably not change much as long as its
land-grabbing mind-set rundowns. It�s
time to focus on economic development.
Peaceful negotiations will do Bergin
good in handling differences and
complementary strengths of the two
economies (China�s manufacturing
skills and India�s information technol-
ogy prowess) can be exploited for mu-
tual benefit. More significantly, the
world needs the two Asian giants to pro-
vide global leadership, instead of mili-
tary conflicts. Yet,  Jinpin & Co must
note, India is no �pushover� and that it
knows how to teach a lesson to those
who act as �Brutus�. 
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There is so much change and advancement happening in the wireless world. There is also some confusion about the
next generation of service like 5G and Wi-Fi 6. Let�s take a closer look at these two different technologies, the
similarities and differences, and how they will work together and impact

you whether you are a commercial user, individual user, investor or worker. There is
a basic misunderstanding when people think about 5G and Wi-Fi 6. Some users
and investors think these are competing technologies. They are not. Sure, they are
different, but they will work together just like 4G and Wi-Fi work together. These
are complementary technologies.


So, 5G and Wi-Fi 6 are not competing technologies. Rather, they each have their own
strengths and weaknesses. Neither offers the entire answer, but together, they can
be. This is the next generation and they will continue to work together better and
faster than ever before.

We all know that 5G is the next generation of wireless service. Like in the past, as we have moved from 2G to 3G and
to 4G, the move to 5G will mean faster speeds. In fact, it will mean ultra-fast speeds.

5G and Wi-Fi 6 are not competing
technologies. Rather, they each
have their own strengths and
weaknesses. Neither offers the en-
tire answer, but together, they can
be. This is the next generation and
they will continue to work together
better and faster than ever before

Wireless Future

T E C H N O L O G Y



 




5G means something else as well. Not
only will it be much faster, but it will
also mean performance with no delay.
This is called low latency. This instant
communication means it will empower
the next generation of many new tech-
nologies.

Think of the way we expand into new
physical areas like the expansion of cit-
ies. First, we must build roads. 5G and
Wi-Fi 6 are the new roads that will al-
low us to roll out new technologies.

Think about self-driving cars,
TeleHealth, TeleSurgery and
so much more. This requires
not only ultra-fast speed,
but also no delay. This tech-
nology, when it is installed
over the next few years will
allow and empower so much
more than we could ever do
before.






Wi-Fi 6 is also coming on
strong. This is the next gen-
eration of Wi-Fi and it too is
a revolution in the wireless
world.

Companies like Qualcomm,
Ericsson, Intel and others are in this
space. There are important similarities
and differences to understand between
5G and Wi-Fi 6.

Let�s explore some of them. Both of
these technologies are ultra-fast with
low latency. They are built on the same
technological framework.



They both support IoT, cloud and other
new technologies are still in their early
stages of development. This high capac-
ity will allow things like the next gen-
eration of pay TV. Think wireless pay
TV. We have moved from cable TV to
IPTV or Internet TV to wireless pay TV.

This will mean new technology and
greater competition. That means more
innovation and customer care will be
increased since the customer can sim-
ply switch away if they are unhappy.

5G and Wi-Fi 6 will let us connect
more users and more devices all getting

high speed of service. This improved
performance will benefit all users in-
cluding home users and business users.



Remote work is also going to be a new
hot topic moving forward. Covid-19 or
the coronavirus has sent so many of us

home to work. This has posed a tough
challenge on many wireless companies
and internet providers to keep up since
most home connections are not as fast
or robust as they are in the office.

That means we must find new ways
to deliver the same speed and through-
put at home and when we are out of the
office, as we have in the office. So, even
after Covid-19 fades away, and many
workers stay at home to work, they will
be able to do so more effectively.

As the marketplace demands
change, networks have to recognize and
adapt to this new challenge of tomor-
row. Think of convention centers, sports

stadiums, concert venues,
amusement parks or any-
where there are large vol-
umes of users gathering.
Some of this can be handled
by 5G, but quite often Wi-Fi 6
will be better in those areas.
It can provide more access
and capacity with less over-
load of the network at certain
access points. Augmented re-
ality and virtual reality also
require a fast and instant
connection. This can be deliv-
ered over 5G and Wi-Fi 6.



There is a place for both 5G
and Wi-Fi 6 in this new

world. Each has its own strengths and
weaknesses. Neither have the whole an-
swer to themselves. However, together
they create a powerhouse that will be
unbeatable.

So, going forward, think of 5G as an
open wireless connection for communi-
cating when you are out of the home or
office. Think of Wi-Fi 6 as a closed wire-
less connection for communicating
when you are at home, in the office or
any place that offers this service.

5G will be available everywhere.
Wi-Fi 6 will be available in areas or
spots like buildings, homes, public
spaces and more. These two technolo-
gies will work separately and together
to usher in the next generation of wire-
less communications to our society. 
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For businesses globally including India, the next few quarters will have to wrestle with a key challenge, how to
sustain amid the chaos caused by Covid-19 pandemic. For some, there may be an opportunity to focus on how to
emerge from the crisis much stronger, better positioned and as a highly valued business. Whatever is the

corporate goal-setting in this new-normal, organizations are now convinced that it is essential to take required steps to
position their business model for the post Covid-19 world while also taking care of their employees and all stakeholders.


Almost all market players, industry and people in general were caught unaware by
the pandemic ignorant of its ramifications unknown and unpredictable. Industry
experts are predicting colossal economic damage which would lead to lay-offs and
declining incomes and even societal disruptions as we are already seeing. The gov-
ernments of various countries have announced unprecedented financial and mon-
etary measures to ease the pain caused by the virus and intransigent extended lock
downs�still the virus scenario appears to be intractable and is spreading fast. The
pace of unlocking and the new-normal is only adding to the uncertainties that have
necessitated a much more proactive and innovative strategies for individuals and
organizations so as to navigate through these uncertain times.

The virus crisis has almost paralyzed most of the industries like hospitality,
aviation, construction, manufacturing, MSMEs sector besides Banking Financial Services and Insurance (BFSI) sector
and others. The Federal Reserve recently warned that the largest market economy in the world, the US faces a �long road�

Within few months the viral

contagion engulfed every

nook and cranny of social

life and brought the eco-

nomic activity to a screech-

ing halt

Beating the Pandemic Blues

S T R A T E G Y



 

to recovery. The Fed Chair Jerome
Powel has committed to keep interest
rates near zero for the foreseeable fu-
ture. The very policy stances of various
governments including other G-20 and
emerging markets only speak volumes
about the ominous situation the mar-
kets the world over are sailing through.




There are a lot of unknowns
as to how the world will
transform after the novel vi-
rus pandemic ends or is
brought under some control.
But it is extremely unlikely
given that things will go
back to normal anytime
soon and revert to the way
they were before. The work
places are bound to change.
As tech giants like Google
and others show, more com-
panies will encourage
workforce to operate from
homes for the long haul. So
the changing landscape will
only demand those unique
skills that corporate profes-
sionals need and the strate-
gic rejig companies would
need to embrace various consumer be-
havior and investor psychology too al-
ter. A recently published study of
Gallup global consultants revealed that
all members of the Chief Human Re-
source Officers (CHROs) Roundtable
believed that the economic environment
is likely to be changed for some time,
and their leadership is preparing their
companies for today�s needs as well as
the post-pandemic business world. The
CHROs Roundtable as an organization
represents over 700 of the world�s larg-
est enterprises and how do they diag-
nose the virus-triggered business im-
pact matters a lot while seeing how
businesses are proactively restructur-
ing their business models with the kind
of skills and people talents to manage
the crisis and emerge victorious.

So, what are the strategic and tacti-
cal policy shifts and the skills that take
individuals as well as organizations

forward in a post-virus world? We dis-
cuss few intricate aspects as well as
some simple attitudinal changes that
reshape and reposition market entities
and assure success in the post-pan-
demic world.

Leadership will play a crucial role in ev-
ery aspect of the organizational pre-
paredness for enduring and managing a
crisis well. During times like these,
people with strong leadership qualities

can actually lead work teams and orga-
nizations to success. As the trends sug-
gest ,Work-From-Home (WFH) would
to be the next big thing to manage, as
major technology giants already
planned for the WFH scenario until the
end of 2020 and beyond. So profession-
als with strong leadership abilities who
can manage teams distantly, keep
teams motivated, inspire collabora-
tions, ensure smooth functioning and
bring out the best in team members
would be the best bet for organizations
to thrive.

The gig economy, a job market char-
acterized by freelance or short-term
contacts as opposed to permanent jobs,
is only going to grow in the post-crisis
world and people will be working in
more fluent teams allowing them to
lead at different levels. As organiza-
tions are increasingly convinced about
WFH as a viable long-term option, pro-

fessionals with strong skills in leader-
ship, capable of taking teams along and
contribute to companies� value creation
will be in greater demand.

Studies reveal that C-suite leaders
through a combination of organiza-
tional and human-centered initiatives,
can actually help make the transition
to�or expand reliance on�a virtual
work place model that�s effective and
satisfying to employees and all other
stakeholders. Studies further point out

that virtual work practices
for sure will strengthen the
business resilience. So, it�s
time to hone the leadership
qualities.



Closely linked to leadership
is another quality of a suc-
cessful professional that is
even more important in crisis
and challenging times. It is
Emotional Intelligence (EI).
The ability to be aware of, ex-
press, and control our emo-
tions and be aware of others�
emotions is what EI is all
about. Great leaders who
successfully lead organiza-
tions are great empaths and

can easily gauge the mental and emo-
tional health of an employee very well.
During uncertain times when employ-
ees or any other stakeholder feel inse-
cure about their jobs and the future of
their organizations or their own busi-
nesses, it is very important to connect
with people on an emotional-level, raise
their self-confidence and provide an as-
surance. So professionals with strong
Emotional Quotient (EQ) will be most
sought-after for by organizations of all
sizes and in all sectors of the economy,
simply because they significantly raise
the chances of survival for organiza-
tions in times of economic stress.


Experts and practitioners believe that
hyper automation is where the market
is heading towards. That�s not a reason
to fear. Rather the best way to prepare
for post-crisis world would be to acquire
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those very technology skills to stay rel-
evant. As WFH becomes indispensable,
the digital transformations like artifi-
cial intelligence, internet controlled op-
erations, big data, virtual and aug-
mented reality and robotics will hold
key to a great future and will help firms
grow more resilient to such virus recur-
rences and pandemics in future. Hence,
it becomes imperative for professionals
to develop an aptitude to learn new
technologies and develop skills to use
those tools comfortably as well as be
able to work with them effectively in
their day-to-day operations. More im-
portantly, those professionals who help
support companies exploit these tech-
nologies and create value will be in
great demand and rewards are high too.



The economic costs of virus pandemic
will influence the way people spend that
last penny earned. IMF is projecting a
global recession as bad as global finan-
cial crisis or even worse and consumer
confidence has already plummeted
across major global markets. During
the Great Recession of 2008, people
were quick to cut back on a host of dis-
cretionary expenses such as eating out
and travel continued to do so for several
years. They also resorted to a variety of
ways such as using coupons and waiting
for discount sales. Similarly, recent
lock-downs too are seeing a change in
consumer behaviors�spending less on
out-of-home eating and entertainment

visiting public places, stacking-up non-
perishable goods, shifting their pur-
chases from physical stores to online,
preparing meals often at home, delay-
ing routine doctor visits, etc.  other per-
sonal service appointments and there
are also  change in their preference for
travel and entertainment arena, etc.
Further, some health behaviors may be
permanently altered and in some cases
the technology solutions activated dur-
ing the pandemic will get deep-rooted.

So, companies and marketing pro-
fessionals need to focus on understand-
ing changing consumption patterns,
identify opportunities and provide inno-
vative business solutions. Solutions
that benefit consumers without de-
stroying value or compromise will see
endurance and assure good results even
in these challenging and transforma-
tive times.


Covid-19 has created an unprecedented
disruption across markets and the eco-
nomic impacts are bound to be long-
lasting. Undoubtedly, the post-crisis
world is going to be different.

Across markets, online retail and
direct to consumer offerings have seen
significant rise, with Nielsen estimat-
ing that 600,000 households tried
online grocery shopping for the first
time in UK during March 2020. At the
same time gig economy shopping mod-

and the trend is bound to exacerbate
further as virus pandemic lingers on. At
the same time, experience also shows
that people spend when they can and
hence job protection is a critical ele-
ment of crisis management from the
point of view of public policy stance and
market resilience.

Life after the pandemic will emerge
as a new normal in many ways and it�s
critical to understand the consumer be-
havior. As shopping patterns in coun-
tries like China that have witnessed
both pre and post-peak phases of Covid-
19 show, the private consumption in in-
dustries dealing in luxury items such as
the apparel and dining industries, has
still not picked-up significantly in the
US and elsewhere, people have stopped
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els like Glovo in Spain and Buyme in
Ireland have seen a surge in demand
and Takeaway.com witnessing dip in
order volumes during the early months
of virus spread. Another Nielsen study
from China shows they are emerging
with more of a �homebody� mindset,
where health and technology are the fac-
tors that will influence consumer
spending and shopping habits in the
short- and long-term.

On the other, many physical non-
food retailers have to suffer from pro-
longed closures. Many hotels, restau-
rants and bars are unable to operate
even after  restrictions have been lifted.
Studies in mainland China show that
86% now expect to eat at home more of-
ten than before the pandemic. We see
consumer preference changing rapidly
and on an enduring basis. Experts and
analysts in India foresee significant
change in market leadership in the
post-crisis business world. Businesses
such as telecoms powered by WFH
choices and surge in data usage,
healthcare, specialty chemicals and ru-
ral consumers are expected to do well as
compared to other sectors.

Understanding transitory changes
from those of structural turnout to be
critical to position products and busi-
nesses to succeed in the post Covid-19
world. For, across businesses and more
so for big enterprises, the corporate
ability to dynamically assess which as-
sets bound to thrive in the post-Covid
bound to give them the leverage to ben-
efit from the much awaited recovery and
a chance to prosper. For business buy-
ers as well as private equity alike, the
current subdued market scenario is the
right time to plan for a target list of as-
sets where a future investment or part-
nership may be a win-win situation.


The Covid-19 crisis is an unfolding
event bringing uncertainty to every as-
pect of professionals lives, organiza-
tions and the society. The �think the un-
thinkable� aspect of 21st century profes-
sional life is to be perceived with a lot
more positivity and the same to be em-
bedded into our attitudes and ap-
proaches in winning in uncertain times.

The other pre-
requisites in
these special
times are
adaptability
and flexibility,
creativity and
critical think-
ing besides
the fuel of the
4th industrial
revolution, i.e.
the data lit-
eracy go a long
way in the
battle for end-
ing survival.
The right data
and profes-
sionals with
expertise to
understand
the data will
ensure that or-
ganizations
respond in the
right way
should a future pandemic occur by al-
lowing them to understand business
trends and shifting customer needs in a
measurable way. Similarly, digital
skills such as digital and coding skills,
web development and digital market-
ing will become even more important as
the current crisis pushes the organiza-
tions to embrace digital transformation
even more. According to BCG Henderson
Institute, AI will dominate post-crisis
world. Most companies have already had
experiences with digital applications
such as automation and basic data
analytics. But AI, which enables ma-
chines to solve problems and take ac-
tions that in the past could only be done
by humans, obviously goes beyond that.
Most successful leaders are also vora-
cious readers life-long learners and
highly positive and energetic in their en-
gagements. According to the World Eco-
nomic Forum (WEF), in just five years,
about 35% of the skills deemed essential
today will change. Hence it is the only
way to  stay robust and relevant in the
post-crisis business world will commit
to the goal of a lifetime of learning.

Certainly, a more enlightened and
integrated approaches are needed on
the part of governments to manage the
Covid-19 crisis effectively and create a
right environment by bringing aware-
ness and putting just right policies in
place. As earlier rightly stated much of
the economic and social stability come
from protecting jobs and the incomes,
especially of those not part of the policy
discussions and consensus but ad-
versely affected by the pandemic and
those account for major chunk of stake-
holders.

It�s always during times of crisis
when it is required to put your best foot
forward. The VUCA�Volatility, Uncer-
tainty, Complexity and Ambiguity�
times also warrant that neither you cre-
ate nor contribute to such heightened
uncertainty but try your finest to un-
leash an environment of stability, cer-
tainty, simplicity and clarity as you
tread through these times as an indi-
vidual or within your own organization
and with its external stakeholders. 
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The only good that has so far come out of Covid-19 is the realization  insurance  is a must.  This pandemic shows
it does not differentiate between the rich and the poor and money is not what could save one. Let us remember
that insurance does not let one avoid the risk or transfer the risk, rather all it does is that it mitigates the

financial impact of the uncertainty involved. All of us believe that we are fine and nothing would happen to us even when
we see our friends and relatives who had thought the same suffer both financially
and emotionally.

This article may seem a little harsh but insurance in itself is all about insuring
oneself against an adverse event, hence we cannot discuss insurance without dis-
cussing negative events. Most of us take a very narrow view of the risks involved and
consider it a onetime affair and something that would not happen to us. But the
year 2020 has taught us lesson a hard way.

As per a report in the Mint in 2019, life insurance penetration in India stood at
an abysmally low 3.69% on the other hand even with the availability of various
central and state government schemes of health insurance a large population in
India do not have health insurance. Though these figures are alarming, they also
open up doors for business opportunities. Many companies have launched afford-
able micro insurance products for people with less income.

All it does is that it mitigates the
financial impact of the uncer-
tainty involved. All of us believe
that we are fine and nothing
would happen to us even when we
see our friends and relatives who
had thought the same suffer both
financially and emotionally

Insurance
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One of the reasons for the low penetra-
tion of insurance in India is the treat-
ment of the same as more of an invest-
ment vehicle and a tax saving instru-
ment rather than a risk mitigating tool.

Being a common middle class indi-
vidual with limited financial resources
and high debt, we need to safeguard our-
selves against any adverse events that
could threaten our financial stability or
significantly impact our or our depen-
dents lives. The risks that one faces are
many including:
� The risk to one�s own health and

that of his or her dependents;
� The risk of death of

the earning mem-
ber of the family.
This risk exposes
the dependents to
servicing of the
various debts
taken by the indi-
vidual and also to
the risk of deterio-
ration of lifestyle of
the dependents in
the absence of a
running stream of
income;

� Risk to property
and contents by
natural calamities
like earthquake,
fire, floods, bur-
glary and theft;

� Vehicle insurance
(Everyone has it due to statutory re-
quirement and penalty stipula-
tions;

� Risk of liability;
� Travel related risk and threats;
� Cyber and many more.


The list of the types of insurance avail-
able is very exhaustive and all of the
above mentioned insurance may not be
required based on the risk assessment of
an individual. Considering an average
middle class salaried or self employed
individual, the first four types of insur-
ance are more of a necessity than an op-
tion. Other insurance may also be con-
sidered based on the risk assessment.

In context of life and health insur-
ance it is often said that one should
take insurance at an early age. There
are primarily three reasons for the
same:
1. At younger age the probability of an

individual contracting a serious ill-
ness or undergoing treatment is less
due to stronger immunity. Hence
the life expectancy of an individual
is more during younger years than
latter which leads to reduction of
premium required to be paid.

2. In case of life insurance policies the
premium payment term is more
which essentially reduces the pre-
mium required to be paid.

3. During the initial years when one
starts his or her career the financial
capital is nil and human capital is
very high. Human capital is the
present value of the earnings that
would accrue to one over his or her
working age. As one progresses into
his career the human capital is re-
placed by financial capital as the
earnings are realized. It is at this
high human capital stage that one
accumulates maximum debt for ei-
ther acquisition of assets or for
higher learning and the debt is re-
tired as one accumulates more fi-
nancial capital over the years.
Availing of insurance at an early

stage is mostly recommended for the

above mentioned reasons which are
both financial and non-financial.

Let us discuss the salient features,
usability, pitfalls of various mitigation
methods for the risks mentioned above:
� Health insurance: Health insurance

has evolved into various sub prod-
ucts and each one has its own utility.
- Mediclaim policy: This is the va-

nilla health insurance product
and it provides reimbursement
for hospitalization expenses.
There are many variants of
health insurance as well like
family floater, sum restore, Hos-
pital cash and others, each with
some distinguishing feature.
These health insurance are com-
petitively priced and most of the
general insurers now provide for
cashless facility which essen-
tially is payment made by the
insurer directly to hospital
based on the terms of contract.

- Critical illness cover: This a sub
type of health insurance that
provides a lump sum payment
in case the insured is diagnosed
with any of the critical illness
mentioned in the policy. With
fast paced lifestyle, the threat of
critical illness has increased
like never before. This coupled
with the high cost of treatment
often leads to one exhausting all
his savings and ending in a debt
trap.

Critical illness cover has be-
come a necessity especially for
the working class with stressful
lifestyle. Critical illness cover is
offered by both the general in-
surers and life insurers. The
cover offered by general insurers
is renewed annually and the pre-
mium changes with age of the
insured. The cover offered by Life
Insurers on the other hand has a
constant premium for the tenor
chosen which in a way is more
certain and the payment outgo is
fixed.

� Life insurance: With the increasing
uncertainty, a lifestyle fueled by
debt and the increased risk of
lifestyle-related health issues it has


































become imperative for everyone
that one should insulate one�s de-
pendents from the obligation of ser-
vicing any debt and also make ar-
rangements to provide for the fam-
ily expenses when the income gener-
ating member is not around.

� Insurance of property and contents:
On and often we hear about the
natural calamities like earth-
quakes and fire damaging one�s
house. People often give less impor-
tance to this insurance as it is con-
sidered a secondary aspect. What
we fail to understand is that pur-
chasing a house is the single biggest
investment a middle class Indian
makes in his lifetime and if that in-
vestment is wasted it is highly un-
likely the individual will be able to
gather those financial resources
again. This is while not even factor-
ing the emotional toll it takes on the
individual.
These days the contents of the house

with all the new gadgets and expensive
furniture makes the insurance of con-
tents necessary as in the event of a mis-
happening one could recovery early and
the limit the financial damage. Insur-
ance is not here to remove the risk, the
insurance we are discussing is all about

mitigating the financial impact of an
unwanted event. The most common
problem we encounter among the gen-
eral public is the perception of insur-
ance as an investment. The insured be-
lieves that if the event has not occurred
the premium paid or at least a part of
the premium paid needs to be returned
to the insured. This is where the educa-
tion of the insured needs to be done.



In this article we are not considering the
investment aspects of the insurance but
only its risk mitigating features. The in-
surance in its basic form works on a
pooled contribution basis. The prob-
ability of claim is estimated by the ac-
tuary working for the insurance com-
pany-based on the historical data. The
claim payable is then added to the ad-
ministrative and other expenses in-
curred by the company to arrive at the
premium payable. The premium
charged is not stagnant and is changed
based on the claim experience of the
company and the industry. This ex-
plains why the premium for insurance
of the same event with the same fea-
tures is different at different locations.

The claims made are
paid from the premiums
collected and if the claims
are more than the premi-
ums collected then the pre-
mium is increased. When
insurance is marketed as
an investment product the
risk premium is added to
the investment aspect to
market insurance as an in-
vestment product.

Another reason with
the dissatisfaction with in-
surance in India is because
we do not read and under-
stand the fine prints in the
insurance contract. Let us
first understand that the
insurance is a business and
the insurance company is
going to always act in its
own best interest. Also in-
surance is a contract of ut-

most trust. Even with the surge in
online policies the dissatisfaction
among the insured is increasing, in this
case the onus lies on us to make correct
declaration and read the fine prints in
the insurance contract. If we act as per
the contract the insurance company is
legally bound to pay.

For example: Health insurance may
differ between companies based on ex-
clusions, scope of coverage, deductibles,
co-payment stipulations and others.
Hence insurance is not a vanilla product
and there are many modifications
based on the risk assessment of the in-
sured. A life insurance cover may differ
between companies-based on the riders
included, option of increasing sum as-
sured, joint life cover, tenor of coverage,
payment in lump sum or in annuity and
others. Hence insurance from different
companies cannot be simply compared
based on the premium and claim settle-
ment ratios.

Householders policy for instance
differs based on whether the policy of-
fers reconstruction, old for new, or in-
demnity which is payment after factor-
ing depreciation. Each of these policies
will have a different payment outgo in
case of claim. With the companies fo-
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cusing more on online sales there is no
broker involved hence the responsibility
to fairly understand the terms and con-
ditions of the contract vests with the in-
sured as sales through online channel
are primarily targeted towards the edu-
cated.

Car insurance is a more familiar
term among the middle class due to
statutory requirement of having a third
party insurance. However instead of the
mandatory third party most of the
people go for the comprehensive insur-
ance which is a welcome sign and indi-
cates an increased level of awareness at
least for this segment of risk.

 
Most of the salaried class gets some
kind of health insurance cover from
their employers. Some even get a live
cover for themselves from their employ-
ers. Most of the health covers are on a
floater basis that means they cover the
entire family under a single sum as-
sured, moreover many of the employers
now do not provide cover for parents
which is the age group that is most
prone to health ailments. These risk
covers are mostly inadequate and ex-
pose the family to risk. Also with the
rising cost of healthcare coupled with a
possibility that two members of a fam-
ily may require hospitalization at the
same time, a family floater health in-
surance of 5.00 lakh is grossly inad-

equate. We have taken a sum assured of
5.00 lakh as most of the working class

are offered cover in the same range. An-
other problem is that after superannua-
tion the employer provided cover ceases
to exist and the requirement for insur-
ance is the most at that age also be-
cause of health complications it be-
comes very difficult to obtain insurance
coverage at an older age and even if cov-
erage is available the cost is prohibitive
leading the individual and his family
exposed to healthcare risks and also the
financial loss accruing from it.

The best way is to obtain a health
insurance policy for the family and if the
family includes elderly a separate
policy may be taken for them as a policy
for the elderly may have a higher pre-
mium for a lower sum assured. To en-
sure increased coverage one may opt for
a super top policy which is provided by
all the leading general insurers. The sa-
lient feature of a super top policy is pro-
viding high sum assured at a very nomi-
nal premium also a health insurance
done early comes with guaranteed re-
newability for upto 85 years of age.

Let us first understand how a super
top up policy works. Based on claim his-
tory of health insurance it has been ob-
served that most of claims made are in
lower brackets and the frequency of
claims decreases as we move up the
amount involved. In layman terms the
insurance companies encounter high

number of low
amount claims
and low number
of high amount
claims. A super
top up policy
works on the con-
cept of deductible,
the higher the de-
ductible the lower
the premium. For
a example a super
top up policy of 5
lakh with a de-
ductible of 5 lac
may cost only a
fraction of the
premium of first
health insurance
policy of 5 lakh.

In this case within a policy year the first
hospitalization bills or other admis-
sible claim bills upto 5 lac need to be
paid by the insured and the policy would
then pay residual amount upto a ceiling
of 5 lakh. Super top up is a convenient
and affordable way to increase cover-
age. The deductibles vary from 1 lac to
upto 10 lac and the coverage can be cho-
sen accordingly.

Insurance be it health, life or any
other is not a one time affair, rather it is
a continuous process which needs to be
revaluated at each different stage of
life. Just as the risks we face change as
we move ahead in life, the coverage of
risks should also change and thus risks
should be assessed periodically and
mitigation measures should be taken
accordingly.



The industry has some established
names like SBI General and SBI Life,
New India Insurance, LIC, HDFC Ergo
and HDFC Life and others with a
proven track record of innovation and
claim payment. The insurance industry
has witnessed many innovations and
disruptions from new age startups like
godigit, acko, toffee insurance, getvital
and others. Some startups like getvital
and toffee insurance with a completely
online presence have launched white la-
bel policies of other insurers with dis-
tinguishable features and affordable
premiums. All this is being done to
make insurance more affordable and to
increase insurance penetration. These
startups have significantly impacted
the existing insurance landscape and
going forward, we can expect a lot more
disruption in the way insurance is per-
ceived and done, but all of this will have
meaning only when we start to appreci-
ate the purpose and effectiveness of in-
surance as a risk mitigation tool and do
not leave the unwanted events to
chance. Insurance may not prevent an
unfortunate event but it can certainly
mitigate the pain for oneself and his or
her dependents. 
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The major players in the health insurance market in India are public sector insurance companies, private sector
insurance companies and stand-alone players. The total premium collected by all the players put together stood
at 44,873 cr as on March 31, 2019 of which the chief contribution (52%) is from public sector insurance compa-

nies with 23,536 cr followed by private and stand-alone players with 10,655 cr
and 10,681 cr respectively with 24% market share each.

GoI has opened up the insurance market to private players as part of reforms to
bring competitiveness among the existing players besides penetrating in to the
untapped market with superior service and reasonable pricing. Though, the private
players increased their presence in the market with improved business volumes
and market share over the years, the desired results viz., Lower premium and
enhanced service are not yet fully realized.

Currently, India is among nations with lowest budget allocations towards
health care (1.46% of the GDP) and highest out-of-pocket spenders as just around
9% population are covered under health insurance. With increase in life expectancy,
health awareness and burgeoning middle-class population, a perceptible change is being observed among individuals
who are treating health insurance as a potent tool to protect them from health financial risk.

India is among nations with

lowest budget allocations to-

wards health care (1.46% of the

GDP) and highest out-of-pocket

spenders as around 9% popula-

tion are only covered under

health insurance
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GoI has introduced
Ayushman Bharat
scheme with focus on
disease prevention
and health promotion
through Health and
Wellness Centers
(HWC). As part of
health care reforms,
recently government
has launched a novel
scheme i.e., Pradhan
Mantri Jan Arogya
Yojana (PM-JAY)
which aims at meeting
the immediate hospi-
talization needs of the
eligible beneficiary
family in a cashless
manner. PM-JAY cov-
ers around 11 crore poor families across
the country by providing financial pro-
tection for selected secondary and ter-
tiary care hospitalizations insulating
the needy families from catastrophic fi-
nancial shocks. Out of a total popula-
tion of around 130 crore as on March 31,
2019, the number of individuals covered
under health insurance policies were
47.20 crore representing 36.30% of the
country�s population only. Though, there
is steady increase in coverage of people
over the years, still 83 crore individuals
(63.70% of country�s population) are left
uncovered which is really a cause of con-
cern.


Life is full of uncertainties but �Aging� is
certain. Each one of us invariably un-

dergoes the cycle and finally joins the
Gen-S club and move further to Gen-SS
(Super Senior) club over a period of
time. Consequently, the age-related ail-
ments are the order of the day and these
need to be addressed suitably either by
self or supported by family members.

In the past, our traditional joint
family system used to provide an excel-
lent support structure with a philoso-
phy �One for All and All for One� by pool-
ing all their resources viz., physical, fi-
nancial and emotional, together for the
benefit of all family members at all
times. Over the years, the migration
trends in the country has changed the
scenario from �Joint family� system to
�Nuclear or Minuscule families� as there
is increased pace of relocation of people
from rural to urban; state to state and

abroad in pursuit of employment, ca-
reer opportunities and improved liveli-
hood. Though, the children love their
parents and wish to take care of their
requirements, they find it difficult to
manage their financial resources on ac-
count of increased living costs, health
and education expenses. Truly, these
factors shattered the long-established
system and had adverse impact on Gen-
S segment.

In the above backdrop, most of the
senior citizens are living independently
with little or no support from their chil-
dren/family members. Further, the in-
creased medical expenses is adding fuel

to fire and is really a burden on
Gen-S pocket as their source of in-
come is limited i.e. Pension and in-
terest income. Thus, this segment
is looking for formal care service
providers like nursing homes, care
centers, etc., and also opting for
health insurance schemes to meet
their present and future medical
needs to lead their lives indepen-
dently, peacefully and gracefully.

 

The health insurance business in
India is broadly classified into
three categories viz., Government
sponsored health insurance, group
health insurance and individual
health insurance. Out of total

47.20 crore individuals covered, the ma-
jor chunk is from government schemes
with 35.71 crore (76%) followed by
group with 7.29 crore (15%) and indi-
viduals with 4.21 crore (9%). In terms of
amount of premium collected, the share
of group policies premium amount
stood at 21,676 cr with a market share
of 48%, followed by individual policies
premium of 17,525 cr with market
share of 39% and government business
premium of 5,672 cr with market share
of 13%. There is increased awareness
and penetration of health insurance
schemes in the market especially under
individual and group business seg-
ments and recorded improved premium
collections during the last four years.

As per IRDAI guidelines, �Group
Policy� is defined as a joining of persons



   

   

  

  

  



 






    

    

    

    

    

    

    

    

 

 









    

 

     

     

 

     

     

 

     

     



     

     



 

together with a commonality of purpose
or engaged in a common economic activ-
ity. This includes employer-employee
groups as well as members of a profes-
sional body, housing society, alumni,
social or cultural association, holders of
the same credit card product, savings
bank account holders of a bank and so
on. The group policies are playing an im-
portant role in health insurance seg-
ment both in terms of number of people
covered as well as premium collections.
The following are the chief reasons for
individuals for opting group policies:
� Floater policy covering spouse, chil-

dren and parents
� Waiver of medical check-ups and

Pre-Existing Diseases (PED)
� Lower waiting periods
� Hassle-free claim settlement
� Lower premium

Understandably, the premium rate
on group policies is low compared to in-
dividual retail policies on account of
group size, mix and negotiation capa-
bilities of the group aggregator. The
other advantage of group policies, espe-
cially availed by government and re-
puted private companies, is that the
employer is offering the health insur-
ance policies to their employees either
at low cost or no cost basis. The insur-
ance premium is being borne by the gov-
ernment/companies as part of staff wel-

� Contrary to the common belief that
the group policies are cheaper com-
pared to retail policies, the insur-
ance companies have been resorting
to hike in premium rates year-on-
year on the pretext of ever-increas-
ing medical costs and thus making
the group policy unaffordable.

� Mostly, the group policies are opera-
tional in organized sectors viz., Gov-
ernment and reputed private com-
panies, where the employer acts as
aggregator and mostly bears the
premium either fully or partially till
the superannuation of the employee
as part of their staff welfare mea-
sures. Normally, the member joins
in the group at the age of 25 to 40
years and continues the policy for
life time. Predominantly, during the
earning age, the claim ratio is negli-
gible. The irony begins in the post
retirement of service/profession as
the entire premium is to be borne by
the policy holder on one hand and
medical spending (claims) starts in-
creasing on the other. This has a di-
rect bearing on renewal premium
and is an additional burden on the
senior citizens.

� The adverse Net Incurred Claim
Ratio (NICR) i.e. the excess amount
paid over the premium received in a
year is the chief argument of the in-
surers for a hike in insurance pre-
mium. The NICR crucially depends
on number and amount of claims.
While the per cent of claims to total
policies remain the same, contrary
the claim amount has been on the
rise due to reported increase in ser-
vice costs of the hospitals. This as-
pect needs to be revisited as there is
no uniformity and transparency
among the networked hospitals
with regard to treatment of ail-
ments and charges thereof. The
nexus between networked hospitals
and Third Party Agents (TPAs) is
also to be looked into while examin-
ing the reasons for escalation in hos-
pital bills.

� Further, the insurers always argue
that they are compelled to hike pre-
mium rates due to adverse NICR
but the fact is otherwise which is

fare measures. Though, the group poli-
cies appear to be attractive, the flip
points are as under.
�  Normally, under group policy, it is

expected that uniform premium is
to be levied to the members irre-
spective of the age and claim ratio
also be arrived accordingly. Con-
trary, the insurance companies are
levying premium based on the age of
the policy holder which is against
the ground rules.

� The naive policy holder doesn�t have
any decisive role in negotiation of
premium rates as the aggregator is
only the competent authority to
have dialogue with the insurer. Of
late, it is noticed that the
aggregators are failing their respon-
sibilities and simply accepting the
premium rates and other terms
without any purposeful discourse
with the stakeholders.

� By and large, the retail policy holder
is eligible for �No Claim Bonus�
while renewing the policy but the
same facility is not available for
group policy holders on the excuse
that the premium is low compared
to individual policy. Thus, the insur-
ance companies are conveniently
misusing the guidelines leaving the
policy holder in the lurch.





 



  

  

  

  

 

  

  

 

 










 

  

  

  

evident from the segment-wise fig-
ures viz., Government 113%, group
102% and individual 72%, pub-
lished by IRDAI for the year 2018-
19. At the aggregate level, it is no-
ticed that increase in premium of
group policies appears to be dispro-
portionate to that of government
and individual policies. The number
of lives covered vis-a-vis premium
collected under government busi-
ness also substantiates the lop-
sided revision of premium rates.
Thus, the regulator needs  to pay
special attention to this aspect to
protect the interests of group and
individual policy holders.

� Adding fuel to the fire, the imple-
mentation of GST structure has
made the health insurance policies
costlier as government has in-
creased the tax on insurance pre-
mium from 15% to 18%. There is an
urgent need to revisit the existing
GST rates on health policy premium
as it falls under basic necessary ser-
vices, which are to be exempted from
GST fully.
The increased premium rates espe-

cially in higher age groups, forces senior
citizens to choose the exit route. Truly,
it is an unethical practice and also un-
warranted treatment being adopted by
the insurers towards senior citizens
whose contribution to the nation build-
ing is invaluable.

 
In India, around 11 crore people (8.30%
of population) are in the age group of
above 59 years, who are in dire need of
health insurance coverage. Even, if we
assume 55% of this group are either cov-
ered under government sponsored
health insurance schemes or purchased
health policies on their own, approxi-
mately five crore people are left out and
have become vulnerable since they can�t
afford to buy health insurance policies
for their present and future medical
needs. Further, this vulnerable seg-
ment is expected to increase further in
the coming years as around 10 crore
people (7.90% of population) in the age
group of 50 to 59 years are likely to join
in senior citizen group shortly.

an urgent need for innovative, cost effec-
tive health insurance products for se-
nior citizens which cater effectively to
their present and future medical needs.


Broadening of PM-JAY: While appre-
ciating the government moves in im-
proving the health care in the country
duly covering majority of poor families
under PM-JAY scheme, still many se-
nior citizens such as retired employees
of PSBs/PSUs/corporate bodies/corpo-
rations/private companies, self em-
ployed and professionals, farmers and
artisans etc., whose annual income is
below 5 lakh and not members in any
government health insurance plans,
need to be covered on priority as they
cannot afford to buy health insurance
plans with their limited income. Fur-
ther, there is an imminent need to sup-
port senior citizens whose income is be-
tween 5 to 10 lakh per annum with
cross subsidization by the respective in-
stitutions in case of retired employees
and with regard to others, it should be
done by the centre/states.
Zero GST: The important components
of cost of the health insurance policies
are claims, operating expenses and
taxes. On implementation of GST re-
gime, the tax component has increased
from 15% to 18% which is a big burden
on the policy holders. Health care being
priority on the government agenda, tax-
ing the individuals on purchase of
health insurance policies is not fair.
Government need to revisit their stand
on levying GST on health insurance pre-
mium and initiate steps to bring down
GST to zero in a phased manner start-
ing with senior citizens as they need it
the most.
Timely Communication: The Insur-
ance Regulatory and Development Au-
thority of India (IRDAI), the regulator
of the insurance industry in the country,
has been playing an important role for
effective implementation of regulations
to protect the interests of all stakehold-
ers. However, it is observed that the in-
dividual policy holders are getting a raw
deal in areas such as abrupt hike in pre-
mium, claim settlements, portability
etc. Since the health policies are sub-



Barring PM-JAY (meant for poor house-
holds), presently there are no govern-
ment sponsored health insurance
schemes for middle-income group in
general and senior citizens in particu-
lar. The alternative available to this
group is either to rely on private sector
on payment basis or depend on the
mercy of voluntary organizations for
free medical services. In the present
scenario, the minimum health insur-
ance coverage required for a family (self
and spouse) should be 5 to 10 lakh.
Let us look at premium rate quoted by
public sector insurance company to a
public sector bank under group policy
for the year 2020-21.

Similarly, the individual policies of-
fered by the private insurance compa-
nies have become more costly. Under
these circumstances, the pensioners
whose annual income is below 5 lakh
need to earmark minimum one or two
months pension towards purchase of
health insurance policy. This is truly a
burden to senior citizens, lest they have
to choose an exit route which is a highly
risky and precarious one. Thus, there is
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jected for renewal every year, it
is the responsibility of the in-
surer to inform the changes in
premium or any other terms
and conditions of the policy to
the insured well in advance,
but in reality they are commu-
nicating at the fag-end causing
inconvenience to the insured.
Thus, the regulator has to en-
sure that the insurance compa-
nies should communicate the
revision of premium to the
policy holder atleast three
months before the due date to
enable him to take informed
decision either to renew the
policy or to switch to other in-
surance companies with port-
ability.
Group Policies: Levying pre-
mium based on the age of the
policy holder is to be scrapped
forthwith especially in case of group
policies. The revision of the premium, if
any, should be uniform all group of ages
and reasonable.
Portability: As per IRDAI guidelines,
the right accorded to individual health
insurance policyholders, to transfer the
credit gained for pre-existing conditions
and time bound exclusions, from one in-
surer to another insurer is called as
Portability. It is applicable to both indi-
vidual as well as group policies. But in
reality, the group policy holder is de-
prived of portability as the group
aggregator is not evincing any interest
to take up the matter with the con-
cerned for resolution. This is compelling
the policy holder either to continue with
the same insurance company, even
though not interested, or join in another
company and wait for 2 or 3 years for
pre-existing disease claims. The
IRDAI, the regulator has to ensure that
the portability requests are to be at-
tended by the insurance companies on
priority. With regard to group policies,
there is a need to reiterate the specific
guidelines with role and responsibili-
ties of the group aggregators/insurance
companies to extend the benefit of port-
ability to the policy holders without any
riders or restrictive clauses.

Roles and responsibility of group
Aggregators (GA): It is observed that
many of the GAs are not evincing the
desired attention to protect the inter-
ests of the group members with regard
to premium rates, claim settlement,
portability etc. It is also a fact that the
GAs are not exercising their prudent
negotiation skills with the insurance
companies while renewing the policies
as they are more interested in service
charges (commission) than protecting
the interests of the policy holders, and
leaving them like hot potato to the
mercy of the insurance companies.
Cap on claims: The argument of insur-
ance players is that they are forced to
hike the premium on health insurance
policies every year on account of in-
creased claims coupled with medical in-
flation. Since the policy holder base is
broadened over the years, naturally the
numbers of claims are on the rise. The
adverse claim ratio as reported by the
insurance companies is not on account
of increased number of cases but high
value claims. The principle reason for
this is not having uniform rates for each
ailment/disease and the treatment cost
varies from hospital to hospital within
a city/town. Further, it is a well-known
fact in the market that the health card
holder will be charged more, compared

to normal cash payment, by the net-
worked hospitals. Thus, monetary cap
on ailments and uniform billing with or
without health card is the need of the
hour.


The Gen-S segment is known for their
hard work, sacrifices, devotion and
dedication to the family, and the  orga-
nizations where they worked as well as
to the society at large. It is not out of
place to mention that the senior citi-
zens are the most law abiding lot and
genuinely paying taxes all through the
years for the
nation building. In the process they
have exhausted all their energies and
resources and are left with little income
to lead their second innings indepen-
dently. �Respect Elders�, though has a
resonance in various forums, but very
little is done in letter and spirit. The
Gen-S group look up to the government,
regulator and former employers not for
any freebies or charity but expect rea-
sonable pricing of health insurance poli-
cies to enable them to buy with ease and
continue their journey with peace and
without burdening others. Hope, good
days are ahead for Senior Citizens!!! 
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With adaptation and flexibility being the primary norms to be followed in the Covid-19 period following the tail of Work
from Home (WFH), serving approx. 80 countries globally, the Indian IT industry has demonstrated an outstanding
success story to the world so far. Despite India being a developing country the domestic IT sector has powered majority
of the Fortune 500 organizations with technology infrastructure and human resources of world-class. Enhancing value
chains with low cost services and competitively complex infrastructure to MNCs, Indian talent with technology orienta-
tion and English speaking workforce has enabled economic profits for the world organizations fulfilling their require-
ments. Indian IT sector can boradly be divided into three segments: Software, IT services and IT-Enabled Services
(ITES)- BPO .

Besides producing technically-skilled professionals, advanced telecom infra-
structure, opportunities for low-cost offshore outsourcing, quality orientation to-
wards high standards besides favorable government policies, Indian sub-continent
has emerged as an Information Technology (IT) hub in almost every IT-enabled
domain being operated in the world. However, Covid-19 has displayed a very crucial
picture for Indian IT industries i.e. revenue/project/client dependence from devel-
oped economies acting as a backbone for majority of the organizations, which has
greatly impacted their overall functioning in this pandemic period.

Amidst the Covid-19 situation, it is crucial for IT companies to understand that
the continuity of the service in a seamless manner must be followed for their custom-
ers maintaining least impacts. Looking at the latest figure of confirmed cases world-
wide i.e. 7,690,708 as per WHO COVID-19 dashboard it is evident that though the number of active cases are in decline
phase in few countries but the overall active cases are still on rise globally. India has witnessed a sharp increase in the
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confirmed cases in last two months
(April and May) as compared when the
first patient was confirmed in India i.e.
on January 30 �20. Several essential
measure were taken and are still been
taken by the Indian governments (cen-
ter and state), including nation-wide
lockdown permitting only essential ser-
vices to operate, advisories to the orga-
nizations by GoI stating that employ-
ees to be urged to WFH enabling roll-
out of the salaries for their survival and
also continuity of the ser-
vices to the customers, this
was ensured with manda-
tory effect for IT and ITES
organizations.

Post the lockdown and
implementation of the
stringent measures by the
GoI for organizations to
function, Indian IT compa-
nies shifted several of their
essential processes on to the
virtual platform that in-
cludes recruitment,
employee�s off boarding, cli-
ent meetings, and remote
functioning of their opera-
tional teams, to name a few.
In addition, capabilities to
deliver various IT-services
on-site were severely af-
fected, as the present available option
is to support remotely. This unprec-
edented crisis had severely tested busi-
ness continuity plans and disaster re-
covery strategies of IT firms. According
to the Kotak Institutional Equities,
growth of the IT sector has fallen 3-8%
for the next financial year. With US
Embassy to India�s step to stop issuing
immigrant and non-immigrant visas, it
will directly-indirectly affect the IT gi-
ants in India to send their employees to
US for projects and sales pitches which
is a major revenue loss for India. Major
concern from the banking sector, after
US Federal Reserve announced rate-
cuts, has feared IT bigwigs such as
Infosys, Tata Consultancy Services and
Wipro who fetches over 30% of their rev-
enues from BFSI sector.

According to NASSCOM, the IT ser-
vices and outsourcing industry employs
around 4.4 million workers and had cre-

ated approx. 20,000 jobs in the last fi-
nancial year. But of late, hundreds and
thousands of jobs are at risk. Business
Process Management (BPM) compa-
nies are looking at almost 70-80% of
their workforce working from home
which could be possibly the largest
WFH scale project anywhere, according
to the NASSCOM spokesperson, it was
also stated that, the mission critical
workforce who are executing functions
that are required from offices are get-

ting special passes to come to office
amid the nation-wide lockdown. The
impact is yet to be realized and is un-
clear at present on the economy but
leading analyst believes that it could be
worse than the Great Depression and
consequences could cause deeper dam-
ages that may require special attention
for rectification. There are many compa-
nies those have stated their commit-
ment towards their employees and had
announced to retain them and honor the
outstanding job offers to the upcoming
talent. But the real scenario is yet to be
revealed.


Post lockdown a major struggle started
for majority of the IT services and
outsourcing companies in India as  they
began to shift their workforce to work
remotely. Sudden requirement for hard-
ware like computers and laptops to be

provided or in some cases to be deliv-
ered to their respective employee�s
houses in hundreds to thousands in
numbers, created a chaos for business
continuity plans. Other than this, there
were situations such as low internet
bandwidth and most concerning like
getting permissions from clients allow-
ing working from home amid the secu-
rity concerns.

 
IT and outsourcing compa-
nies are bleeding in terms of
decline in spending on IT
projects for customers in US
and other countries, majorly
in sectors such as tourism
and travel, hospitality and
aviation with losses mount-
ing up to 80% to 90% in their
revenues. Also, delays are ex-
pected and being realized in
the sectors like banking and
financial for the new IT
projects.


According to WNS, an
outsourcing company based
in Mumbai, clients are re-
questing to extend the pay-
ment terms with price reduc-

tion and discounts. Company stated
that due to government lockdown and
customer�s pressure, their revenues are
under immense pressure thereby im-
pacting their service delivery.


Captive centers perform various func-
tions for their parent companies that
include data analytics, research and de-
velopment, etc. Several big names like
Walmart, Lowe�s and Target are among
the firms that have their captive cen-
ters in India that have struggled due to
government lockdown measures. The
smaller centers (fewer than 500 em-
ployees) which accounts for around 40%
of the total that exists in India suffered
huge losses, analysts say many were
eventually sold off or have to shut their
operations. Looking at this, outsourcing
parent companies may rethink upon re-
settling the captive centers in the off-
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shore geographies, which could be a po-
tential loss for India that leads with
around 1400 captive centers when com-
pared to Philippines (700) and China
(450), according to a report by Informa-
tion Services Group Inc. (ISG).

The crisis has exposed various
smaller vendors to the limitations of
the WFH reality thereby leaving them
with the difficulties to continue provid-
ing services to their customers having
limited infrastructure to support their
operational needs. This has caused sev-
eral smaller firms to lay off their em-
ployees, and shift operations. With dis-
ruptions in every single supply chain af-
fecting major industries, the reliance on
IT services was observed to increase
many-fold. It is observed that pressure
is building-up to reduce supply chain
costs, thereby enabling companies to
look for outsourcing, lean manufactur-
ing or other creative approaches to sur-
vive. On one hand causing various in-
dustries to close-up temporarily to
other hand, where several sectors had
started innovating and re-routing their
supply chains with ITES to flourish in a
new way. Recent announcements of re-
laxation from MHA could be seen as a
rescue option for IT firms, government
had allowed ITES to resume operation

with limited
work-force from
the office pre-
mises with spe-
cial attention for
the safety mea-
sure to be en-
forced, and this
could be useful
for the firms to
resume their
pending pro-
jects. Also, as
the value of ru-
pee is depreciat-
ing, it is ex-
pected to pro-
vide a cushion
effect to IT in-
dustry as the
major depen-
dence is on ex-
ports. More than
75% of the

industry�s revenue is linked to the mar-
ket like North America and Europe
where Indian software services are ex-
ported. In FY19 the exports stood at
$77.7 bn, equivalent to $6.5 bn monthly,
as per RBI data. With all the concerns
and challenges one can think of, there are
various opportunities for Indian IT firms
that could be harnessed well, taking
prompt decisions and acting on them
well on time, such as:
Work from anywhere: It is evident
that so far customers have always raised
their concerns for this practice to be fol-
lowed openly, but looking at the continu-
ous and seamless services that Indian
IT firms had provided to their respective
customers in this crisis situation, there
should be no resistance from customer�s
end post Covid-19 crisis in promoting
WFH. Plus, a rise in demand for the
WFH/Anywhere for offshore services is
likely to happen, with an increase in the
security controls preventing any
cybercrimes and data breach incidents.
Also, firms can now built up their human
resource pillar even stronger with right
talent at a global level with no location
constraints.
Investments on collaborative tools:
Looking at the increasing dependence
on the remote working practices, IT

firms are expected to increase their col-
laboration with firms offering tools to
support and accelerate the virtual func-
tioning of the day-to-day work.
Step forward towards Cloud, robot-
ics and automation areas: A huge
business opportunity has opened up for
Indian IT firms to take a leap upon in
terms of Cloud and automation
projects, as amid the reduced workforce
scenario in the office floors more and
more customers may prefer to invest
significantly on automating their back
office work to reduce the dependency on
manual procedures minimizing the hu-
man touch points.
New business strategy with local
onsite delivery centers: To prevent
and minimize the future disruptions
customers may insist to setting-up of
the local onsite delivery centers. This
would be a new opportunity for Indian
IT firms to look for, as it may pose an
add-on burden on their respective mar-
gins with having the delivery centers in
the local geography, but sooner the
adoption is made better the business
strategy could flourish creating newer
avenues to grow and expand, preserving
the current business providing an as-
surance of business continuity to the
customers.
New potential partnerships: The Co-
rona crisis has exposed businesses with
several limitations and restrictions,
which may force customers to look for
the consolidation of vendors maintain-
ing the business continuity. With this
thought, Indian IT companies with
their solid track record could be the ma-
jor gainers in terms of consolidation
plans. With an open mind for new alli-
ances and partnerships with local firms
IT companies can maximize their gain
in the consolidation deals. With funda-
mentals and basics, IT industry has all
the required qualities to emerge victori-
ous of present pandemic crisis. Hence
going forward, the current setbacks
could be seen as temporary hurdles for
the industry. The value that Indian IT
industry provides to the world is enor-
mous and with availability to adapt
strategies, the industry will surely excel
and emerge even much stronger. 
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Many of us would have been falsely numbed to think that Global Financial Crisis in 2008/2009 was a lifetime
experience that could not have been paralleled so easily. It took only a decade to jolt us from that slumbered
thinking. When Coronavirus was originally detected in end-December 2019 in Wuhan, little did we realize

that within three months, it will become an integral part of over 7.8 billion global population. Irony is it is still playing
out with no solution in sight.

It took a while to catch up in India and when it did, the Indian equity market fell like a pack of cards. While the Nifty-
50 index started the year at 12,000 levels, the Covid-19 impact made it reach 7,600 before rebounding to 10,400! That
is volatility at its best. In percentage terms, Nifty Index fell by 37% (peak to trough in 2020) and rebounded 38% leaving
with a YTD loss of 15%.

The spread of coronavirus has inflicted deep economic pain across the world, since it is the first recorded human
triggered crisis that has impacted demand and supply simultaneously. After recording a real GDP growth of 4.2% in
FY20, we are now expecting it to contract by 4.2% for FY21 though it is expected to jump to 10.9% in FY22 (due to low
base effect). The fiscal deficit for FY21 is expected to deteriorate from the budgeted estimates of 3.5% to 6.6% of GDP.
Therefore, in short, the economy has turned into a deep mess and companies will have to function within this gloomy
economic environment.

While the Indian government doled out a much touted stimulus package equivalent to 10% of GDP, much of it is in
the form of monetary stimulus with meagre fiscal support. With the current fiscal deficit, a large fiscal support is almost
ruled out unless we decide to print money and throw it from the helicopter!

Covid-19 has destroyed earnings for companies. The Nifty EPS which was at 670 at the beginning of the year is now
at 550. Overall earnings for the companies is expected fall by 10.6% during FY21 though they are expected to rebound
by 30% in FY22. The fall in earnings and the strong market rebound has pushed the P/E and P/B ratios higher making
Indian market unattractive to global investors.

With this challenging background, I will try to structure an equity strategy that can be COVID-19 resistant. Here are
my five strategy recommendations:
1. Identify Covid-19 resistant sectors: We would identify Covid-19 resistant sectors and overweight them in the

portfolio. Globally, there are sectors where social distancing has made their business model almost unviable.
Examples will include airlines, retail, etc. Secondly, there are sectors that gets impacted both from the demand and
supply side. E.g.: heavy industrials. Then there are energy companies that gets impacted due to oversupply. Finally,
there are interest rate sensitive sectors like banks, life insurance and asset managers whose profits are tied up to the
level of interest rates that plummeted. In the Indian equity context, we can notice that while all sectors fell during
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2. Take portfolio insurance: We
have already experienced severe
volatility in the market and we
should expect more given the global
uncertainty how this epidemic will
play out both socially and economi-
cally. While aggressive asset alloca-
tion in the form of moving to cash
while markets rebound sharply and
vice-versa when markets tank will
imply severe market timing, it can

also be expensive due to trading
costs. The best position would be to
buy longer-dated put options or even
better buy gold!

3. Stay liquid: Cash is king in this en-
vironment. Until we see some clar-
ity in the Covid-19 situation, it is
better to have them at least 30%
cash in your portfolio till the end of
2020. While high cash position will
enable one to minimise losses when

markets fall suddenly, it also
provides the gunpowder to
buy quality companies dur-
ing such times.
4. Aim for quality: In

times like these, it is im-
prudent to go after weak
companies with high
speculative interests. On
the contrary, it may be a
good idea to take shelter
behind strong brands
and franchise as they
have a higher probability
of withstanding business
challenges than small
companies. Market lead-
ers and owners of brands
should be preferred to
others.

5. Volatility can be an op-
portunity: Investors
should take advantage of
high volatility, as there is
an inverse correlation be-
tween volatility and mar-
ket performance. Hence,
when volatility peaks
markets presents great
opportunity.

In conclusion, every crisis is
an opportunity. While there is
demand destruction and sup-
ply chain disruptions, there is
also some good news in the
form of lower cost of capital
for companies, which makes
investments attractive. The
long-term growth story of In-
dia is very much intact and
crisis like this provides inves-
tors with attractive entry
points.

Happy Investing! 

plz

Reference # 20M-2020-07-13-01

 

  

  





























the fall; some have recovered
smartly while others are still licking
their wounds.
Healthcare and energy

represent two sectors that
proved Covid-19 resistant
during these times while all
other sectors are still in
loss, notably financials.
Healthcare and consumer
non-cyclicals are obvious
candidates in these circum-
stances while the frenetic
raise of equity for Reliance
Jio propelled the energy in-
dex higher though most
other energy companies
tanked. Technology compa-
nies benefitted from digital
dependence of people who are working
from home.
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When chaos reigns supreme and equities and bonds face turmoil, while real estate languishes, head to gold (and
other safe haven assets like dollar, US t-bills and the likes). Well, that seems to be the mantra successful
investors have chanted perhaps long before wealth management came into vogue and became mainstream.

Today, as the world faces deep uncertainties, and as the risk to lives and livelihoods grows amid the worst virus crisis
that does not seem to be ending anytime soon, a growing number of savers, taking cue from that old-age wisdom, turn to
gold to both protect as well as grow their wealth. But there is a slight difference: unlike in the past, most of these modern
investors are no longer taking shelter in plain vanilla physical gold alone, which not only adds to the cost and is also not
safe to carry (besides, the investor also faces certain other risks like the risk of adulteration or impurities). Rather, it is
the �Exchange Traded Funds� or gold ETFs that has emerged as a preferred vehicle
of choice for them to park a part of their investible funds.

That investor reposed their faith, one more time again, in the safety of gold was
evident from the recent exchange data that showed massive inflows finding their
way into the gold ETFs listed on the domestic bourses over the past several weeks
amid the growing virus threat. As per official statistics, gold ETFs attracted net
inflows of 815 cr in the month of May alone amistd the multi-week extended
lockdown and the chaos in the wake of the Covid-19 crisis.  The fact that gold ETFs
have been among only a handful of asset classes to have turned in positive returns
is also undoubtedly a key reason why investors have rushed to park a part of their
funds in them. In fact, investors have pumped in a record 3,299 cr in gold ETFs
since August last year. The category delivered an average return of 24% in 2019,
and looks well poised to surpass that feat this year, going by funds� (gold ETFs�) performances so far this year. In fact, if
performances of top-performing funds like Nippon India Gold Saving Fund, which has already given returns of 24.4%, as

Investor reposed their faith, one
more time again, in the safety of
gold was evident from the recent
exchange data that showed mas-
sive inflows finding their way into
the gold ETFs listed on the domes-
tic bourses over the past several
weeks amid the growing virus
threat

Gold ETFs
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of June 26, 2020, are anything to go by,
the category may be touching a new
milestone by this year-end itself.


Gold-backed ETFs are passive invest-
ment instruments which track price
movement of physical gold. As its name
suggests, a Gold ETF is a type of ex-
change-traded fund and can be bought
and sold on a stock exchange just like
listed stocks and bonds. According to
AMFI, Gold ETFs, which invest in gold
bullion, are units representing physical
gold which may be in paper or demateri-
alized form. One Gold ETF unit is equal
to 1 gram of gold and is backed by physi-
cal gold of very high purity. Gold ETFs
combine the flexibility of stock invest-
ment and the simplicity of gold invest-
ments. In India, Gold ETFs are listed
and traded on both the leading bourses,
the National Stock Exchange of India
(NSE) and Bombay Stock Exchange
Ltd. (BSE). Gold ETFs trade on the
cash segment of BSE & NSE, like any
other company stock, and can be bought
and sold continuously at market prices.
Also, there is no premium or making
charge, so investors stand to save
money if their investment is substan-
tial. Besides, one can purchase as low
as one unit (which is 1 gram).

Meanwhile, investors� gold rush con-
tinues. According to a research report by
the SBI, dated June 29, during the over
two-month long lockdown, households
spent less through cards, while saved
more by investing in instruments like
mutual funds with Gold ETFs emerging
as their favorite savings tool. Card
spending declined significantly during
April, with the total value of credit and
debit card transactions slipping

sharply from 1.51 tn in January 2020
to around 50,000 cr in April 2020. �In
April, short-term consumer leverage de-
clined by a whopping 50,076 cr as com-
pared to March 2020.� It may be noted
that in April there is always a decline,
but in the current fiscal because of ex-
ceptional circumstances this decline is
16 times more than what happened in
April 2019. Consumers are also vigor-
ously using gold holdings on their
household balance sheet by taking gold
loans,� the report said. Gold ETFs, ac-
cording to the report, saw a cumulative
investment of 1,546 cr in April and
May 2020, which is equivalent to 3.7-
3.8 ton of gold. Interestingly, invest-
ment into gold ETFs picked up in Janu-
ary itself, several weeks before the na-
tionwide shutdown was announced,
with investors putting in 202 cr�the
highest in seven years, the report finds.
It surged to an all-time high of 1,483 cr
in February. Sovereign gold bonds pur-

chased 6.7 tons of gold in the June quar-
ter, with investment up to 3,107 cr.



Meanwhile, investors� gold rush contin-
ues. According to a research report by
the SBI, dated June 29, during the over
two-month long lockdown, even as
households spent less through cards,
they saved more by investing in instru-
ments like mutual funds with Gold
ETFs emerging as their favorite sav-
ings tool. As per the study, card spend-
ing declined significantly during April,
with the total value of credit and debit
card transactions slipping sharply from
1.51 tn in January 2020 to around
50,000 cr in April 2020. �In April,

short-term consumer leverage declined
by a whopping 50,076 cr as compared
to March 2020.� The study said that
generally, April witnesses a decline, but
in the current fiscal because of excep-






 


 



 


 



 


 


    


 


  



 














tional circumstances this decline is 16
times more than what happened in
April 2019. �Consumers are also vigor-
ously using gold holdings on their
household balance sheet by taking gold
loans,� the report said. Gold ETFs, ac-
cording to the report, saw a cumulative
investment of 1,546 cr in April and
May 2020, which is equivalent to 3.7-
3.8 ton of gold. Interestingly, invest-
ment into gold ETFs had started gain-
ing momentum in the beginning of the
year itself, several weeks before the na-
tionwide shutdown was announced, the
report�s findings showed. Sovereign gold
bonds had purchased 6.7 tons of gold in
the June quarter, with investment of up
to 3,107 cr.

The growing gold appetite also led
to positive net flows for the first time in
several years. As per AMFI data, net
inflows (the difference between inflows
and outflows) across 14 gold ETF
schemes stood at a little over 1,613 cr
during the just concluded FY 2019-20.
The last time inflows outpaced outflows
was in 2012-13 with net inflows total-
ling a healthy 1,414 cr. Fueled by rising
inflows, Assets Under Management
(AUM) of gold funds jumped by a hefty
79% to 7,949 cr at the end of March 30,
2020, from 4,447 cr in FY 2018-19. For
a record, it was also the first time in six
years that inflows had overtaken out-
flows, reflecting the positive bias inves-

tors had for the category. Net outflows
totaled 412 cr in the preceding fiscal
(i.e. FY�19). The financial year 2017-18
proved to be another disappointing one
for the yellow metal-oriented ETFs,
with the safe haven asset witnessing
net outflows to the tune of 835 cr. Be-
fore that investors pulled out invest-
ments worth 775 cr in 2016-17, 903 cr
in 2015-16, 1,475 cr in 2014-15 and
2,293 cr in 2013-14, before the trend

reversed in August 2019, leading fiscal
2019-20 to end on a positive note (read:
net inflows).

And with a vaccine still not in sight
(at least not before the end of this year), a
section of market analysts feel that safe
haven assets like gold ETFs could re-
main in much demand as investors seek
protection of their wealth; gold, and also
dollar, is considered a safe bet vis-à-vis
other asset classes like equities and
debt especially during periods of dis-
tress like political or economic turmoil,
war and natural disasters, would only
see growing investor interest in the fore-
seeable future. Besides, gold also acts as
a natural hedge against inflation.

Investment into gold ETFs picked
up in January this year with investors
pumping in 202 cr, the highest level in
seven years, just as trade tensions be-
tween US and China heightened, while
an epidemic was knocking at the door
with the emergence of first coronavirus

case in Wuhan. Investment spree in
gold ETFs continued in February with
savers pumping in a massive 1,483 cr,
which is an all-time high so far. The cat-
egory attracted inflows worth 731 cr
worth in April amid a coronavirus-in-
duced lockdown and after a lacklustre
March which witnessed a net outflow of
195 cr on account of primarily, profit

booking. �The high investment amount
in April suggests that investors are still
lining up to buy gold�something ob-
served when equity markets look bear-
ish.� Harsh Jain Co-founder and COO
Groww, told in an interview to ET. He
attributed the return of investor inter-
est in safe haven assets like gold to the
ongoing lockdown and its resulting eco-
nomic slowdown which has contributed
to investors� cautious behavior. Echoing
similar views, Himanshu Srivastava,
Senior Analyst and Manager - Re-
search, Morningstar India, said, �With
coronavirus pandemic hanging as a
spectre on the global economy and mar-
kets worldwide, gold, with its safe-ha-
ven status, has emerged as a preferred
investment destination among inves-
tors.� Talking to the business daily, he
explained, �Gold functions as a strate-
gic asset in an investor�s portfolio given
its ability to act as an effective diversi-
fier and alleviate losses during tough
market conditions and economic down-
turns.� He added, �This is where it

        

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         

         









 

may not necessarily mean strong per-
formance. On the other hand, a falling
AUM could be a sign that either the
fund�s performance has dipped or it
faces rising redemptions, which in turn
could be either due to negative market
sentiment (as witnessed during the re-
cent coronavirus-induced lockdown or
earlier due to the shadow banking crisis
that led to increased redemption pres-
sure on particularly, credit risk funds)
or on account of poor performance or
both. These apart, a fall in AUM could
also be triggered by factors such as
change in market value, fund closure,
etc. Moving on, a fund with high AUM
may mean having higher liquidity (not
necessarily though: remember the
Franklin Templeton fiasco?) which
would allow it to handle a sudden re-
demption pressure better than the fund
having relatively lower AUM.

But one must note that a fund�s
AUM should not be the only factor that
affects your investment decision. Fur-
ther, before zeroing on a scheme, an in-
vestor must also look at other indica-
tors like its comparative performance
(versus its peers and benchmark in the
long-term), its expense ratio, portfolio
composition, risk ratios, the fund
manager�s track record, risk-manage-
ment strategies, compliance, AMC�s
pedigree (whether supported by a par-
ent like a large bank, financial institu-
tional, global mf house), etc.






    



   
  
    
     





   

     












 
It seems domestic investors have taken
cues from their global counterparts, or
so the data suggests. For example, ac-
cording to the World Gold Council, glo-
bal gold ETFs bought a huge physical
gold tranche of about 300 tons, during
the January-March period this year.
This was the biggest incremental pur-
chase in a quarter since the second
quarter of 2016, when gold ETFs had
incrementally bought 238 tons of the
precious metal. Further, it was also
about 70% of the total incremental pur-
chase of physical gold done in 2019, con-
firming the prevailing strong positive
investor sentiment in gold globally and
its status as a safe haven during uncer-
tain times. In all, the total physical glo-
bal purchase of global gold ETFs to date
is at an all-time high of 3,185 tons, ac-
cording to statistics from the World
Gold Council. The yellow metal joins
the bullish fervour seen in the US Trea-
sury and euro zone government bonds,
which have rallied after the Fed re-
cently hinted of its plan of years of ex-
traordinary support to counter the eco-
nomic fallout from a pandemic that is
still spreading while a vaccine seems to
be months away, if not years.


Gold aficionados seem to have a few
more reasons to cheer, going by what

draws its safe-haven appeal, which has
been in full display since 2019, with the
yellow metal witnessing one of its best
rallies after 2011.� While inflows into
gold ETFs remain strong, equity mar-
kets globally have remained volatile,
whereas the outlook on crude prices too
is not encouraging either. Thus, for in-
vestors seeking liquidity, gold ETFs
seems to be an ideal bet or at least that
is what some analysts feel. Given that,
it appears the gold rush is here to stay,
at least, in the near-term, which could
only boost the segment's AUM. Mean-
while, in case you've still not familiar-
ized yourself with AUM, here is a
lowdown: The term AUM represents
the total market value of the assets
that a mutual fund holds at a given
point in time. The AUM of a MF scheme
(for example, SBI Gold ETF) includes
the returns generated by it on its invest-
ments as well as fresh inflows at the
disposal of the fund manager that
would be invested in new/existing secu-
rities. Thus, a fund�s AUM represents
both the growth in returns as well as
new inflows. A high AUM reflects size
and investor faith in the fund, though it







seem more-than-enthusiastic forecasts
by bullion experts. �If history repeats
itself, gold prices are headed to $4,000
in three years,� predicts Frank Holmes,
CEO of US Global Investors. In an in-
terview to Kitco News, explaining the
reason behind his bullishness, he told
that historically gold prices have shown
a positive correlation with the expan-
sion of the Federal Reserve�s assets and
as the Fed embarks on the largest
stimulus program in its history, the yel-
low metal is set to rally in the same
fashion as in the aftermath of the last
recession. �In the next three years, if we
look back, if (history) repeats itself,
from 2008, 2009 to 2011, that three
year run saw gold go from a $750-$800
range up to $1,900. If we forecast that
because we have the same expansion of
the balance sheet of the Fed then it
would project, if cycles are exactly the
same, gold could go to $4,000,� he rea-
soned. Holmes noted that although tril-
lions of dollars have already been in-
jected into the monetary system this
year through the Fed�s quantitative
easing program, more stimulus is still
on its way. �This is going to cost the US
government approximately $10 tn in
fiscal and monetary policy to get the
economy back, so I think that number
you�re seeing after 2008, 2009 after
Lehman Bros. went bankrupt, you saw
the balance sheet expand from $1 tn to
$3 tn. I think it�s got to hit the overall

$10 tn,� he quipped.
What�s different this
time is the policies to-
ward trade from glo-
bal leaders. �Prior to
2008, 2009, we went
on an incredible run
from 2001 up to that
date, and that date
was when the G20 fi-
nance ministers and
government agencies
around the world were
all pro-trade, pro-
growth. Ever since the
crisis of 2009, it�s all
about synchronized
taxation and regula-
tion, and now it�s syn-
chronized money
printing, monetary,
fiscal stimulus that
we�ve never seen,� he
said. When Alan
Greenspan was Chair
of the Federal Reserve, the balance
sheet of the central bank was about 6%
of Gross Domestic Product (GDP). To-
day, that number stands near 33% of
GDP, he says. According to him, �this is
how much money that (Fed Chair
Jerome) Powell has to throw at this be-
cause of the coronavirus and the syn-
chronized shutdown of the world. This is
unprecedented. So, I think hard assets
trade higher.�




  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Back home, the bullishness also
stems from the fact that despite being
one of the largest consumers of gold in
the world, the average Indian retail
investor�s holding of gold is only around
10-15%. And, as gold bulls say, this pre-
sents a huge growth opportunity. Ac-
cording to some bullion analysts, the
number is likely to double in the next
two years. The yellow metal generated a
return of 23.74% in 2019 and is likely to
continue its upward trajectory, with
prices expected to go up to $1,800/ounce,
or around 50,000-55,000 per 10 gram
in rupee term by the end of 2020. Ten
gram of 24k gold (99.9%) in Hyderabad,
Telangana, hovered at 50,495.00 in in-
tra-day trading, as on July 1. Local gold
futures rose to an all-time high of
48,871 ($646.66) per 10 grams in early

trade on the same day, translating into
a gain of 25% in 2020 so far. The con-
tract, as ET reports, had gained nearly
25% in 2019. Well, that could be music
to the ears of gold lovers, and also the
gold ETF lovers. Nevertheless, amid
the euphoria, it would be worth paying
heed to an old adage - Do not throw cau-
tion to the wind! 

Reference # 20M-2020-07-14-01













 








A stock split refers to splitting up of a firm�s existing stocks of
higher face value into the ones with lower face value. For ex
ample, a company may split its stocks of face value of 10 into

stocks of face value of 2 each. This is done to improve liquidity in a scrip
which might be seeing extreme volatility due to surge in demand, besides
also to prevent price rigging, which is quite common in case of firms with
low floating stocks. Such stocks may enjoy higher valuation, though it
may not be backed by strong financials.

Post-split, a single equity share with face value of 10 (or higher) may
be converted into more number of shares of smaller denomination/face
value. For example, if a firm announces stock split in the ratio of 1:5 of its
stock of face value of 10, it would mean that post-the split, an investor
will be holding five shares of face value of 2 each for every share held by
him/her.

A stock split leads to increase in the number of a firm�s shares.
Though its market cap will remain the same post-the split. Also, as the
number of shares increases, price per share adjusts accordingly. This,
however, does not include market�s response, that is, investors may react
positively or negatively to the announcement of firm�s stock split, thus
impacting its share prices. Sometimes, it may also be done to improve
affordability so that more investors, especially retail investors, can buy
the stock. For example, Eicher Motors recently announced its plan of a
stock split (the date of which has not been announced yet). The market
has reacted positively to the news, pushing the firm�s share price stock
from 12,680 in the early April 2020 to 18,351.40, as on July 2, 2020.

Stock Market

M A R K E T  M O N I T O R

  

  

   

   

   

   

    

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   

   









 

    

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

      

     

      

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

     

      

     

     

     

     

     





Muthoot Finance too has said it is mull-
ing a stock split; according to media re-
ports, the company has said that its
board will be meeting on July 18 to con-
sider and approve the proposal for sub-
division/stock split of equity shares of
the company, subject to shareholders
approval.

 
There are investors who chase growth.
Then there are others live stocks of
firms that consistently pay dividends.
This group of investors like the promise
of a steady source of income (dividend)
to future price appreciation. While it is
expected that every company earning
profits may share a part of its profit in
the form of (cash) dividends with its
shareholders, though not all may be do-
ing so. This could be on account of a new
project coming up or planned invest-
ments in new business segment(s), or it
may be just that the company wants to
preserve cash to be used in future, etc.

Mature companies are known to be
good at paying dividend, even a young
and a growing firm too can pay hand-
some dividend. Though some compa-
nies may announce dividend to please
investors especially in case their
financials are below market expecta-
tions and they fear it could adversely
impact stock price. According to the Reference # 20M-2020-07-15-01







 

   
 

   

    

   

   

   

   


   

   

   

   



Economic Times, dividend-paying
stocks are always on the radar of long-
term investors, as they provide a steady
stream of cash flows on a regular basis,
though dividend yield should not be the
only criteria investors should look at
before putting in their money. Never-
theless, most companies would agree

that dividends are a good way to reward
shareholders.

Here is a list of stocks which paid
dividend of 1000% or more during the
year 2020 thus far. 




